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T

he 19th Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution, guaranteeing women the right to vote in
this country, was ratified by the
states on Aug. 18, 1920.
By then, Lemma Barkaloo and Phoebe
Couzins had passed from living into legend. They were the first women in the
country to be admitted to a law school. That happened in
October 1869 at Washington University School of Law.
Think about that for a minute.
50 years before the 19th Amendment, Lemma and
Phoebe were trained to “practice” law when their right
to vote for the legislators who created those laws wasn’t
guaranteed.
Now fast forward beyond 1920.
It wasn’t until 1981 that Sandra Day O’Connor took her
seat at the U.S. Supreme Court. A little more than a decade later, Janet Reno became the first woman to serve as
the U.S. Attorney General.
What milestones . . . with such wide gaps between.
Things accelerated in the 1970s. The participation of
women in the legal profession took off as universities and
schools expanded training and admitted more women.
Some reports indicate that prior to 1960, only 3 percent
of law students were women. By the mid-1980s, 38 percent were women.
Today, more than half of law school students are women.
But move up the ranks and female representation dwindles.
The attorneys we honor this year in our Women’s Justice
Awards are trailblazers. Glass-ceiling breakers.

For 23 years, this recognition program has honored
women who have improved Missouri’s legal community.
Today, the program is as relevant as it was more than two
decades ago because they are leaders, despite the lack of
parity that still remains after so many firsts.
They hold positions of strength. They lead firms. They
teach the next generation. They aspire to a new future.
Our panel of distinguished members of the 2021 selection committee reviewed scores of nominations that
included women from every spectrum of the profession
and throughout the state. They judged these nominations
based on the core principals of leadership, professionalism, accomplishment and passion for making a difference.
It is my honor, my privilege, to present these women
to you today with this special Missouri Lawyers Media
publication.
We appreciate their contributions, and we marvel at
their success. It has come, after all, with a level of gender disparity that makes each of their roads a little more
difficult.
Missouri Lawyers Media proudly salutes these remarkable women.
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OMAN OF THE YEAR:
SUSAN E. BLOCK
By Scott Lauck
slauck@molawyersmedia.com

S

usan Block likes to say she did her career in reverse.
After a winding route through law school, she spent
a quarter century as a judge before entering private
practice. As a result, she brings a reformer’s eye to the
legal system, particularly as it relates to the children
and families she once saw on the bench and now represents in court. She is one of the few former judges in
Missouri with an active trial practice.
Forty-six years into her legal career, Block, Missouri Lawyers Weekly’s 2021 Woman of the Year, puts her heart into every matter, tackles
the cases that only an experienced litigator can handle and makes the
arguments her colleagues are sure no judge will buy.
“I was a judge that did some of those things, so I’m kind of hoping

maybe there’s another judge who would be open to a different way of
viewing things,” Block said. “Otherwise, really, you could do this whole
thing by computer, couldn’t you?”
Block’s original plan was to become a social worker, but her father,
who had regarded her as the son he never had, insisted that she try the
career in law that he’d always wanted.
“He believed that the only thing people could not steal from you was
your education,” Block said of her father. “I would not have called him a
feminist, but at least with respect to me he thought I could do anything.
How fortunate is that?”
After earning her undergraduate degree from Pennsylvania State
University in 1965, Block chose George Washington University because
it was the law school with the most women — nine out of 900 students.
She endured the kinds of questions — What’s a nice girl like you doing
in a place like this? Why are you taking a spot that could have gone to a
man? — that are anachronisms today, when women comprise more than
half of law students.
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“It’s almost even hard to explain, particularly to young women, how different it is,” she
said.
Block married shortly after the end of her
first year of law school and moved with her
then-husband to St. Louis. She eventually
resumed her legal studies at Saint Louis University School of Law, earning her degree in
1975. With children still at home and female
lawyers still a rarity, she found a position with
Murray Stone, an attorney in St. Louis who
spent part of the year in Jefferson City as a
state representative.
In 1978, just a few years out of law school
and with several elections as a Democratic
campaign aide under her belt, she ran against
an incumbent magistrate judge. To her own
surprise, she won. She became both the first
and last woman to be elected as a partisan
judge in St. Louis County; the following
year, magistrate positions were converted to
associate judgeships under the Nonpartisan
Court Plan. She was repeatedly retained, and
in 1995 Gov. Mel Carnahan elevated her to
the circuit bench.
In a nod to her original desire to be a social worker, Block oversaw the court’s juvenile
division for seven years. Amid the stacks of
cases she started to pick out the common
threads. She recalled butting heads with a
well-intention state regulation that required
a mother to provide a separate bed for her
child before they could be reunited. During
the three months the mother had to save up
for a $200 bed, the state would spend at least
six times that amount by keeping the child in
foster care — not to mention the additional
trauma the delay would cause the family.
So Block bought the bed herself. Eventually, she founded Caring for Kids, an organization she estimates has provided about 1,000
such beds for families that need them.
Block also established a truancy court,
recruiting lawyers and judges to delve deeper
into why the kids weren’t going to school. She
discovered that it wasn’t that the kids didn’t
want an education. Instead, they were wrestling
with issues ranging from bullying to domestic
abuse to lack of food.
“One kid had a broken window; in the
winter, he didn’t want to get out of bed,” Block
said.
Similarly, she began to notice that the kids
on her delinquency docket were often the same
as those on her abuse-and-neglect docket. Yet
the deputies who ran those two dockets didn’t
even know each other. Block created a “crossover” docket to address both issues together.
Block admits that her reforms weren’t al-

Karen Elshout Photography LLC

ways well liked.
“Nobody really likes someone coming into
a system that they, with the best of intentions,
thought was the best system,” she said.
Block’s judicial career concluded with her
retirement at the end of 2003, but her interest
in juvenile issues and her desire to improve the
system continues to this day. Block went from
the bench to Paule, Camazine & Blumenthal,
where she is among the state’s most formidable
family lawyers, handling matters that include
divorce, child custody, paternity and domestic
partnership conflicts.
While she can no longer simply order the
changes she wishes to see, she remains committed to reforming the system she once
oversaw. She was a founding member of the

Washington University Project for Children
and Youth and a member of the first board of
directors for the National Truancy Prevention
Association.
She also serves on the juvenile subcommittee of the Missouri Supreme Court’s Committee on Racial and Ethnic Fairness. She is
pushing to end the widespread practice of allowing juveniles to waive their right to a lawyer
without the assistance of counsel. After all, she
argues, if a child is incompetent under the law,
how they can waive their right to a lawyer?
“If I had any gift that I brought, it was not
intellectual brilliance. It might not have even
been heart,” Block said of her career. “It was
practical common sense.”

“If I had any gift that I brought, it
was ... practical common sense.”
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LEADERS OF TOMORROW

Dara Alvarado

Business Transactions Corporate Group at Lathrop GPM
Law School: University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Law

D

ara Alvarado first encountered the
law while migrating to the United
States from Ecuador at nine years
old. She had not yet learned English, but
in that moment she learned how the law
deeply impacted lives.
Dara graduated from the University
of Missouri-Kansas City School of Law in
May 2021.
“Seeing how my nominators perceived
me while I was trying to be the best I can
be in law school is very moving, and it
means a lot as a first-generation law student,” she said.
While in law school, her peers elected
her to be the 1L Class Representative and
President of the Hispanic Law Student
Association, and during the pandemic,
she served as the Student Bar Association
President.
She was also a staff member of the
UMKC Law Review, and as part of a
UMKC Diverse Student Coalition, she

helped raise $85,000 in scholarships for 1L
students.
“She will be one of the members of the
bar that we all admire,” one of her nominators, Meg Reuters, said, who is a clinical
professor of law at the University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Law.
Dara has spent the last two summers as
a 2L and 1L summer associate at Lathrop.
She previously served as a judicial intern
for the Hon. Judge Stephen R. Bough in
the U.S. District Court Western District of
Missouri, and for the Hon. Judge Thomas
H. Newton in the Missouri Court of Appeals Western District.
She previously worked as a legal assistant for Solorio & Avila Immigration Law
Office, and as a legal intern for Bordeau
Immigration Law.
Today, she is working in commercial
and corporate law while working in the
Business Transactions Corporate Group at
Lathrop GPM.

Calann “Cay” Edwards

Law School: Washington University of St. Louis

C

ay Edwards worked four jobs during
her first year of law school. She
was a clerk for District Court Judge
Stephen R. Bough and a summer intern
for Foster Wallace in Kansas City for six
weeks at the same time. After those six
weeks, she worked as a research assistant
for Equal Housing Opportunities Counsel
in the St. Louis metropolitan area.
And last summer, she interned at Capes
Sokol in the Clayton neighborhood of St.
Louis as part of its 2021 Summer Associate
Class before the firm asked her to continue

clerking this year during her third year of
law school.
She continues to clerk for Capes Sokol
while working with the university’s Civil
Rights Mediation Clinic run by law professor Karen Tokarz.
Cay hopes to stay in St. Louis after she
graduates next year.
“I love St. Louis. I think it’s the best
city on the planet,” Cay said. “But there’s a
lot of work to be done, and I feel like some
girl power in the law can do it.”
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Chioma Chukwu-Smith
B

Law School: Saint Louis University

efore being called into the field of
law, Chioma Chukwu-Smith worked
in the New York nonprofit sector.
When her role connected her to a St. Louis
urban project, she discovered that some
issues could only be addressed through
the legal system. She moved to St. Louis to
attend law school and do just that.
While at Saint Louis University Law,
she served on the editorial staff of the
university’s law journal for a year before
becoming the publication’s first-ever Black
woman to take up the mantle of editor in
chief. She also submitted student notes that
became one of eight students chosen to be
published in Volume 65 of the St. Louis
University Law Journal.
In 2020, she served as a judicial intern
for Judge John Ross at the U.S. District
Court for the Eastern District of Missouri,

before she spent a summer at HeplerBroom
in Greater St. Louis as a Summer Associate
Law Clerk.
In 2019, she worked as a legal intern for
the MICA Project in greater St. Louis.
She’s been exposed to various areas of
law, and is now clerking at the Missouri
Court of Appeals. In the short term she is
satisfied with clerking, but eventually she
wants to open up her own private practice.
In the meantime, she said she’s focused “on
becoming a really good litigator” no matter
the area of law.
She’d like to thank her parents, two
Nigerian immigrants who she said modeled
hard work for her while growing up, her
husband Brian for taking care of their two
kids while she finished law school, and her
editorial board and staff at the SLU Law
Journal.

Tori Shafer

Law School: University of Missouri-Kansas City

T

ori Schafer has raked in awards
during her career up to this point.
She’s clearly not done.
Tori won multiple scholarships for her
performance in law school at the University of Missouri. In 2020, she received the
Tigers ‘06 Scholarship as a 3L student,
and while still a 2L student she received
an Outstanding 2L Award from the MU
Women’s Law Association for her commitment to the advancement of women in the
legal field. In 2019 she also received the
Linda J. Murphy Scholarship from the STL
Women’s Law Association for her service
and academic achievement.
Schafer is a member of the Griffiths
Leadership Society for Women and the
Women’s Law Association, and has been a
fellow of the Sue Shear Women’s Leadership Institute since 2015.
Previously, Tori was a student attorney
in the University of Missouri-Columbia
School of Law’s Family Violence Clinic.
She also served as a summer legal
intern for the Missouri Attorney General’s

Office in 2020, and for the Refugee Appeals Board near Cape Town, South Africa
in 2019, where she researched, observed
and studied refugee policies and procedures in South Africa.
In 2018, she spent her summer as a legal intern at Rynearson, Suess, Schnurbusch & Champion in St. Louis, and served as
a legislative intern in the Missouri Senate
earlier that same year.
She also served as president for both
the university’s Graduate Professional
Council and the Student Bar Association.
Her name landed on the Dean’s List in
January 2021, just as she began working as
a legal intern in the St. Louis City Circuit
Attorney’s Office in January 2021.
“She’s come in and made an immediate
contribution to the office,” said Alison
Hock, who works on the marketing team
for the Circuit Attorney office.
She’s still making an impact in the office of Kimberly M. Gardner’s office, which
recruited her after identifying her interest
in social justice on Twitter.
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Monica Allen
Washington University

M

onica Allen might be said to have
come full circle in some respects.
After all, Allen, 64, graduated
law school from Washington University.
Now, she’s back there again – as the institution’s general counsel.
“I enjoy being in an environment where
education is a core mission,” said Allen, a
native of Cleveland. “Seeing the incredible
students come to campus every fall and
just marveling at their energy, their creativity and their commitment to making
the world a better place. It is just a very
inspiring place to work and be a part of.”
Actually, Allen’s plans to become a
lawyer didn’t really come into focus until
her 30s. She initially leaned toward an academic career via a graduate program for
comparative literature.
“I had not really grown up thinking I’d
like to be a lawyer but I was very much a
reader,” she said.
Initially, she was put off by the dense,
crusty material she found in law books.
“But over time, it became clear that I
was not really going to be content being an
academic. I wanted more engagement,” she
said. “I liked teaching but I wanted more
immediate tangible results from the things
I was doing.”
That realization put things in a new
light.
“I revisited the law school idea and realized how really those seemingly difficult
and dry cases were about real people’s lives

and difficulties and were very compelling,” she said “I decided that that’s where
I wanted to pursue, being engaged in that
sort of work that was on the one hand
very analytical and on the other hand very
tangible and had meaningful results for
people who found themselves in difficult
situations.”
She went on to clerk for federal district
court Judge Jean Hamilton and then went
on to work at a firm as a litigator before
moving on to a senior counsel position
at the Federal Reserve Bank. Later, she’d
become an associate at a new startup firm.
Finally, it was back to her alma mater
where she has worked her way from senior
counsel to deputy counsel to general
counsel.
“I enjoy what I do because I work in an
incredibly interesting, complex environment where there are people doing innovative, interesting, cutting edge things all
around me,” she said. “The problems are
different every single day. It is just a very
rich, rewarding place to work.”
She said she feels integrity should be at
the core of the practice of law.
“You have to always be assuring yourself that you are putting your clients interests first and foremost,” said Allen. “That’s
what you are there for. You take on your
client’s concerns and your client’s goals.
That’s an exercise in discipline you have to
do day in and day out.”

Whittney Dunn
The Bar Plan

P

eople struggling to manage risk often
come to an attorney.
Attorneys struggling to manage
risk come to Whittney Dunn.
“That’s honestly what I really like doing,” said Dunn, 36. “I’m able to help our
insureds and provide them with guidance
and peace of mind about ethics issues they
encounter. I really enjoy doing that work.”
As a risk manager at the Bar Plan Mutual Insurance Company, Dunn regularly
encounters issues so complex that they vex
even legal professionals.
“I get the best of both worlds,” said the
Mizzou graduate now in her sixth year
with the organization. “I get to engage in
legal analysis and participate in the legal
arena without having the stressors of daily
clients.”
Honored by Lawyers Weekly in 2017
as an up-and-coming attorney, Dunn has
continued to impress colleagues. Personally delivering 30 hours of CLE programs
and organizing another 60 over the past
year for Kansas and Missouri attorneys,
she works hard to spread knowledge in the
legal community.
She likes that she doesn’t have individual clients.
“But I get to still help those attorneys
who are struggling with those issues,” said
Dunn who was recognized two years ago
with a Young Lawyers Division Award of
Merit. “I get to still feel connected to the
practice of law. I get to talk to them about
what happens in their representation and

get to walk them through the guidance
that we have based on our experience with
various types of claims.”
Dunn started her career in Legal Aid
before doing a year of work at a firm on
creditors rights and contested foreclosure cases. Later, she’d work in-house as a
staff attorney for UniGroup, Inc. on cargo
claims litigation and regulatory/government matters.
“The main thing that I loved about law
school and I loved about the profession,
honestly, is the people I’ve been able to
meet,” said the southern Missouri native. “I feel like the type of person that is
attracted to being an attorney, I am very
much that type of person. I’ve made amazing lifelong friends. I kind of found my
tribe when I went to law school.”
Dunn doesn’t just work to educate
other lawyers. She’s an annual volunteer
in the “We the People” and “Show Me the
Constitution” programs designed to talk to
high school students about our founding
documents and she speaks yearly to kids
on Constitution Day.
Younger Missouri children have benefitted from her work as well. She chaired
the Missouri Bar committee that developed
activity and coloring books that educate
regarding the courts and civic matters.
“The bar likes to make sure that all the
citizens of our state have access to information about our government, our court
system and our judicial system and how all
of that works,” she said.
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Jovita Foster
Drury Hotels

J

ovita Foster’s parents encouraged her
from a young age to consider a career
as an attorney.
“The law is really about trying to do
the right thing in complicated situations,
sometimes very confusing situations,” said
Foster, 46. “When you look at the law,
no matter what the area, the goal is to do
what’s right. It is complex and interesting
and fascinating. It is a constant challenge
and it is always changing, but the one thing
that remains the same is that the goal is
to do the right thing. That makes me feel
very good to know that I’m a part of that
process and I can help with it.”
That’s been a theme for the suburban St.
Louis native ever since she graduated from
Washington University where she won both
the Milton F. Napier Award and the American College of Trial Lawyers Medal — both
for excellence in trial advocacy.
Foster would go on to represent clients
ranging from public utilities to Fortune
100 companies, dispensing sage advice on
everything from vendor disputes to regulatory concerns over the better part of two
decades at Armstrong Teasdale, where she
not only became the first woman of color
to be named a partner but earned a spot on
the firm’s executive committee.
Starting in 2019, she’s taken her expertise in-house at Drury Hotels where she is
general counsel and corporate secretary for
an organization that employs more than

5,000 people across 25 states.
“It was an amazing opportunity to work
with a company that I have a lot of respect
for,” she said, noting that she’d dealt with
matters for the chain during her time at
Armstrong. “I handled some work for them
as their outside lawyer and I really liked
the corporate culture. I liked the family
approach to doing business and thought it
would be a wonderful opportunity to work
side by side with people who were making
really tough decisions.”
Foster also makes a difference outside
the courtroom. She’s been director of the
Urban League of Metropolitan St. Louis
since 2011 and previously served as director of Junior Achievement of Greater St.
Louis, Inc. She also co-chairs the Webster
University Board of Trustees.
Foster, who has been honored by her
alma mater as a distinguished young alumnus and by the YWCA of Greater St. Louis
as a leader of distinction, said she continues to enjoy her role at Drury because of
the good people with whom she gets to
work.
“One of our slogans is ‘Travel happy’
and they really work happy and live a very
positive and upbeat life even with all the
challenges that we’ve experienced,” she
said. “I’m really grateful to be on this team
and proud of all of their grit and hard
work.”

White, Graham, Buckley & Carr
proudly congratulate

Deborah Blakely

CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR COLLEAGUES
ON RECEIVING A 2021
MISSOURI LAWYERS
MEDIA WOMEN’S
JUSTICE AWARD
IN THE LITIGATION
CATEGORY.

on being honored with the
2021, Women’s Justice Awards
“Litigation” Award
Brandy Simpson, Member
bsimpson@bscr-law.com

Megan Stumph-Turner, Member
mstumph@bscr-law.com
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Amy Moore Harris
UMB Financial Corporation

A

n organization must have a lot of
confidence in anyone it hires into a
key position.
But it takes even more confidence to let
the employee create the position itself. Yet
that’s exactly what UMB Financial Corporation did when it promoted Amy Moore
Harris from her role as corporate counsel
and manager of judicial compliance to a
new position as manager of legal operations.
“I had suggested that there might be
ways to modernize and make our department a little more efficient,” she said. “I
put together a proposal for a legal operations role and flew out to Denver to see
our CEO and he very graciously approved
it on the spot and told me I could start
that day.”
At the beginning of this year, Harris
moved up to chief legal officer where she
manages a staff of more than 25 attorneys.
Still, there is some nostalgia for the
courtroom.
“Now, that I’ve gotten to dive into this
new role and gotten to see the value that
it adds, it has been easier to step back
from being a litigator,” said the 36-yearold former clerk for Jackson County Judge
Justine Del Muro. “It’s been a real joy and
I feel really fortunate that our company
was forward thinking and creative to want
to have someone in this role to push the
department forward.”

Today, Harris, a southwest Missouri
native who graduated from Mizzou law
school, said her favorite thing is to manage
and develop legal talent.
“I love fostering creativity with our
lawyers. I love supporting that,” she said.
“My biggest thrill is seeing my team succeed, seeing our lawyers look good in front
of the executives and help the company
make good decisions.”
The other part of her job is creating a
strategy and guiding the direction of her
legal team.
“What can we do to work better and
smarter and provide more value for our
client and be trusted advisors?” she said.
She admits that there was never a grand
design for her to become a lawyer. In fact,
she initially studied musical theater before
switching to political science. Later, she
managed state representative campaigns
for the Democratic Party.
Now, she’s happy to be where she’s
needed.
“This is a job that really leverages that
skill and that interest of mine,” she said.
“I just feel really lucky that I get to do my
dream job.”
A member of the Sue Shear Women’s
Leadership Academy, Harris was recognized as an Up and Coming Attorney in
2017 by Missouri Lawyers Weekly. This
year she joined the board of Lazarus Ministries KC.

Jennifer Matthew
Alaris

J

ennifer Matthew always loved the
world of trial advocacy.
“I really thought that I wanted to be
in the courtroom and I wanted to litigate,”
said the 41-year-old Saint Louis University
graduate. “I wasn’t sure what I wanted to
do at the time but I definitely knew I wanted to be in the courtroom.”
Ironically, helping others avoid a courtroom is now Matthew’s primary job. She
works at Alaris as director of alternative
dispute resolution and counsel. It is a position she’s held for four years, supervising
a team of 90 former judges and attorneys
who act as neutrals to assist others in settling disputes.
“We’ve been really busy as you can
imagine and people are still trying to have
their matters heard and have their cases
resolved,” she said. “It is really fulfilling
for me to be a part of that and assist them
in getting to the finish line.”
Matthew took an unusual path to her
own finish line. She majored in international relations which she said left her with
three options for a career, law, politics and
international business, the latter two of
which held no interest for her.
From there, she interned at Legal
Services in Michigan, working as a hotline
operator for domestic violence victims, an
experience she called “eye opening.”
“It made me realize it was an important
profession,” she said.

Matthew practiced in bankruptcy law,
did personal injury work and also spent
11 years as a prosecuting attorney. At the
time, she said she wanted to do the trial
work and be in court.
“I did that for many, many years,” she
said. “I’ve tried tons of cases but what’s
enjoyable about what I do is that I get to
bring people together to try and resolve
their disputes outside of the courtroom.”
That’s become an especially important
role in the age of COVID as in-person
trials have been delayed, while the courts,
like the rest of the planet, have grappled
with fallout from the pandemic.
Matthew is an immediate past president of the Women Lawyers Association,
co-chairs the ADR committee for the Bar
Association of Metropolitan St. Louis, and
currently sits on the Board of Governors
for the Missouri Bar Association. She feels
the legal system has an important part to
play in society and that attorneys occupy a
key role in that dynamic.
“I don’t think we have the best system
but I think we have the best system out
there that exists,” she said. “Without it,
our society would basically fall apart. I’m a
rule-follower as you can probably imagine.
I think the law is absolutely important and
it has evolved over time but I think lawyers
can do, in some ways, the most good to
protect our rights as citizens and as people
in this country.”
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Joanna Billingsley
J

oanna Billingsley hadn’t really thought
of a legal career until her constitutional
law professor at Missouri State University presented a career suggestion to the
Republic, Mo. native.
“I really enjoyed it. She taught it like a
law school class,” recalled Billingsley, who
majored in political science. “She was very
inspiring and encouraged me to apply for
law school.”
Today, the 64-year-old is glad she took
that advice.
After graduating with a law degree from
Washburn University, Billingsley aimed to
do civil litigation and worked for a firm
which did so at the federal level. But soon,
she moved back home to serve the people
of southwest Missouri. She opened her
own firm in 1983 and shared an office with
another lawyer.
Since 2014, she’s shifted focus from
family law to a contract position as the
attorney for the 38th Judicial Circuit’s
Juvenile Office, a part of the court system
that often deals with some of society’s most
vulnerable individuals.
“I really liked the people,” she said. “I
did enjoy litigating but I think I enjoyed
helping people try to solve really difficult
situations.”
Those situations could include drug
abuse or other issues which impact the
ability of parents to care for their children and require Billingsley’s established
expertise in state statutes and Supreme
Court rules governing abuse and neglect,
delinquency and termination of parental

Law Office of Joanna Billingsley

rights as well her knowledge of applicable
federal laws.
“It is really an area of law where you
can see people at their lowest ebb and then
see them work their way up and be reunited with their children,” she said. “It is very
rewarding.”
Those rewards often come from seeing
young people able to gain enough stability
to get a chance at a solid foundation in life.
“Helping children achieve permanency
is the most important thing that I do now,”
she said.
Billingsley also spent about 15 years as
a mediator. It was a position that allowed
her to use her skills to work with others
and avoid the pitfalls of the adversarial
process.
“It was a personal challenge to bring
two people who were totally at odds together and keep them talking to one another and help them come up with a solution,”
she said.
She’s also been a volunteer for the Volunteer Lawyers Project for Legal Services
of Southern Missouri.
But, regardless of her role, Billingsley’s
philosophy remains constant.
“I think that it is important to be respectful of other parties and other attorneys and try to see things from their point
of view,” she said. “Don’t get too wrapped
up in your own narrative.”
At the end of the day, she likes being a
part of the solution.
“There is really no orderly way to resolve disputes without the law,” she said.

Terri Lowdon

Mark. H. Wissehr Law Offices

T

erri Lowdon was involved in the law
as a paralegal well before law school.
She has worked at the law firm
of Mark H. Wissehr in northwest Missouri since 1985. Delaying her law degree
until the early 1990s so she could raise
her daughters, Lowdon has now spent well
over three decades with the same firm.
“I like helping people,” she said. “I like
being in contact with people, meeting lots
of different kinds of people. I like the mental challenge of the law.”
A general practitioner who handles
a wide variety of matters, the political
science graduate who minored in journalism ultimately rose to become president
of the St. Joseph Bar Association. Lowdon
considers it a special honor that she was
nominated for the position by Grace Day,
the first attorney she ever tried a case
against.
Today, the 61-year-old continues to
have a love of assisting others as a general
practitioner.
“And it is usually at a very difficult time
for them,” she said. “That’s true in criminal law. That’s true in family law and most
things that we do.”
She said that defending those accused
in a crime is some of her most vital work.
She’s also become president of the St. Joseph Bar Association, and was a 2017 nominee for the YWCA Women of Excellence
Award for Women in the Workplace.

“I believe that criminal defense attorneys are an integral part of freedom in
America,” said Lowdon. “We cannot have
true liberty without the overreach of government or a police state if we didn’t have
defense attorneys. Protecting the rights
that are so important in our Constitution
would mean nothing without criminal
defense attorneys.”
Lowdon’s work isn’t limited to the
courtroom. She’s also held memberships
on both the Human Rights Commission
and the Board of Zoning Adjustment for
the City of St. Joseph.
She also counts it as a proud achievement that she’s had the opportunity to
shape the careers of others, including the
interns she’s helped to mentor, some of
whom are now practicing attorneys themselves.
Still, it is really all about the clients.
“I’ve had people that I’ve represented
on a criminal case that I saw down the
road and they were happy to come up and
tell me how their life had changed and
what good things they were doing,” she
said. “You always want to hear that stuff.”
It makes it special to know she’s had an
impact on someone’s life in a truly meaningful way.
“Those are the things that make you
say, ‘okay, it is worth it,’” said Lowdon. “It
is worth all the gray hairs I have.”
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Kristine Kappel
Husch Blackwell

B

orn in Texas and raised in Germany
and Kansas, Kris Kappel is a self-described “military brat” whose love
for science initially directed her into an
educational career. She taught chemistry
and trigonometry for four years.
Though she liked the classroom, law
school provided a new set of challenges
that allowed her to use her expertise in a
different way.
“In the patent world everything is
new, inventive and interesting,” said the
45-year-old UMKC graduate. “I like helping people with their brands and building
up equity in their companies.”
That’s how Kappel, who was named
an Up and Coming Lawyer in 2014 by
Missouri Lawyers Weekly, ended up in
intellectual property law. It allowed her to
remain a part of the world of cutting-edge
technology during the last decade and half
at Husch Blackwell.
“I like to be able to help our clients
protect what they create,” she said. “Being
on that ground floor when somebody is
building their business, I feel like that is
one of the areas I really enjoy about my
practice.”
Her nominator agrees noting the wide
array of industries, from health care to
biofuels, in which Kappel is making an
impact.
“Kris is a recognized leader in the field
of Intellectual Property and is a frequent
writer, editor and speaker on related
topics,” they wrote. “Some of Kris’s most
recent speaking engagements have includ-

ed topics such as how Intellectual Property
and the growing market of medical cannabis intersect and its impact on businesses.
Additionally, she has adapted her practice
to the fast, everchanging world 2020 presented and has written on how to maintain
trademark registrations in a pandemic.”
Today, Kappel is co-chair of Husch
Blackwell’s IP group of roughly 80 attorneys and is vice-chair of the firm’s hiring
committee. She said her field continues to
expand with IP services contracts growing
in the cloud space and continued innovation in software and technology licensing
agreements.
“People have been inventing things
from day one,” she said. “People are always
going to need to protect their ideas and
their businesses.”
Well-known for her ability to mentor
fellow attorneys, Kappel is also deeply
involved in her community volunteering
time to serve in various volunteer roles including on the board of directors for Community LINC, an organization working to
end homelessness. She even finds the time
to host a virtual cooking class for Husch
Blackwell associates who want to learn the
complexities of homemade pasta.
“Kris balances the demands of her
practice and her excellent service to her
clients with also being just an exceptional
woman on a personal level,” writes her
nominator. “As we mentioned, she is a
caregiver, a mom, a mentor, and a wonderful friend. Kris meets each day with an
amazing personality and enthusiasm.”

Congratulations to
Boyd Kenter Thomas & Parrish’s

BRIANNE THOMAS
for being named

Litigation Practitioner Award Honoree
2021 Missouri Lawyers Women’s Justice Awards
This recognition is well deserved. You are a game
changer, a passionate advocate for client’s rights and
an inspiration to women within the profession.
Your colleagues at
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Anna Quinn
A

Avant Law Group

nna Quinn says that the ability to
make room for innovation within
patent law is her focus as an intellectual property attorney.
“I think that society is in a really scary
place whenever people stop innovating,”
she says.
Helping expand property law in the
name of creativity is something Quinn gets
to do every day at Avant Law, the firm the
Missouri native co-founded in spring of
last year. Previously, she spent more than
six years as an associate at Lathrop GPM,
the firm where she started as a technical
specialist while still in law school.
Initially, she earned a B.S. in chemical
engineering from Kansas State University
before she decided to pursue a law degree
from Washburn University, where she now
serves as an adjunct professor teaching patent prosecution.
She saw patent law as a path to incorporate her match and science background. It
also allowed her to interact with people in
a way that the sciences might not.
“I get to work with folks that have new
ideas every single day,” Quinn said. “I come
into work and it is something completely
different than it was yesterday. Every day
is very exciting. I’m working on innovative
new products all the time and I’m constantly learning.”
She said she loves to see solo inventors

or small startup companies succeed.
“Their cases aren’t always the most
sexy,” she noted. “You don’t always see
them on the shelf like you might with a
multinational corporation, but getting to
walk them through the process is really
fun and exciting and they appreciate it so
much.”
Quinn can certainly sympathize with
the uncertainty that those entrepreneurs
know so well. Opening Avant in April 2020
meant starting a law firm in the middle of
COVID lockdowns.
“It is very scary,” she said. “You don’t
know where your clients are coming from
necessarily and it definitely takes a leap of
faith to do that.”
Still, it worked out.
“But even with that being the case, we
really hit the ground running and haven’t
even had time to look back other than to
be so thankful for [how far] we’ve come
and really excited for the future,” she said.
According to her nominator, that future looks brighter with Quinn as part of
Avant’s leadership.
“In a year when many firms struggled,
she steered our brand new firm to solid
ground,” they wrote. “In a year when many
firms furloughed or laid off employees,
our brand new firm retained every staff
member.”

CONGRATULATIONS TO

MARIAN V. “BO” MEHAN
AND ALL OTHER RECIPIENTS OF THE

WOMEN’S JUSTICE AWARDS

Congratulations to our friend and colleague
the Honorable Susan Block

on her recognition at the Women’s Justice Awards as the
2021 Woman of the Year.
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Teresa Anderson
Polsinelli

T

eresa Anderson remembers that her
aunt used to joke that she and her
brother could one day become president and vice-president.
“Of course, we said, ‘Oh, I think you
have to be an attorney to be those things,’”
recalled the 56-year-old Denver native
who grew up in Colorado and Kansas.
“That’s how it kind of started.”
Anderson never made it to the White
House but she did end up with a law
degree – as well as a desire to serve the
community.
“I just found it to be a compelling thing
that, as an attorney, you can have kind
of a large impact on the way things are
done, the way things are thought of,” said
the Washburn University graduate. “For
me, personally, it has been about trying to
help people with a system that sometimes
makes it difficult for them.”
That system is made easier by Anderson, whose two decades at Polsinelli and
its pre-merger forerunner have been spent
handling family court appointments for
the firm’s attorneys.
“She’s incredibly passionate about
assisting people who otherwise could not
afford an attorney and is always sincerely
grateful to help others,” writes her nominator who identified Anderson as a key
component in Polsinelli’s winning Law
Firm of the Year from Legal Aid of Western Missouri in 2018. “She gets the most

satisfaction out of making a difference
in others’ lives who deserve and need the
help.”
A recipient of the Robert C. Welch Volunteer Attorney Award from Legal Aid and
an honoree of the Kansas Bar Association
for her pro bono work, Anderson supervised personnel in the Public Defender
Juvenile Office from 1998-2000 and was
lead counsel in 34 jury trials involving
everything from first degree murder to
robbery.
Her work today often sees her interacting with parents in a role she likens to a
public defender even though there are no
criminal charges.
“I like the idea of trying to reconcile
big issues in a way that is beneficial to
both the parents and the children or finding a different solution if that’s necessary,”
she said, “but doing it in a way that’s compassionate where the parent really gets a
say so in how the outcome of the case goes.
I think it is important. You give parents a
voice and by and large, they want to raise
their kids so it is important they get that
opportunity. You are kind of speaking for
them in these court programs.”
Part of Lawyers Encouraging Academic
Performance, Anderson also is a member
of the Kansas Appleseed Board of Directors and the advisory board for Legal Aid
of Western Missouri’s Volunteer Attorney
Project.

Alexus Williams

Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & Smith

W

hether in public service or
private practice, Alexus N.
Williams has continually found
ways to level disparities to make the system work for everyone.
“When I was looking at grad programs,
law school was one that seemed like it
kind of aligned with what I was passionate
about, which was helping people, counseling people, being able to be of assistance in
different kinds of situations,” said Williams.
At 26, she works in toxic torts and environmental law at Lewis Brisbois. In 2020,
she was selected as a participant for the
Focus St. Louis Emerging Leaders Spring
2021 Cohort. This year, she was also
recognized as a Missouri Lawyers Media
Diversity & Inclusion Awards honoree.
A native of Grand Rapids, Mich., Williams earned a full-ride academic scholarship to Howard University before pursuing
her law degree at Saint Louis University,
where she received the Black Star Award
and Midwest Board Member of the Year
from the Black Law Students Association.
She was also honored for her academic excellence in client counseling and political
rights of immigrants.
Since then, she’s developed a reputation
for helping others.
Serving as a member of the Bar Association of Metropolitan St. Louis (BAMSL)
executive committee’s Young Lawyers Division, she co-chaired a committee on racial
equity formed during 2020’s civil unrest.
Spearheading an initiative called “Promote
the Vote,” she worked with the Urban
League and local churches and school dis-

tricts to provide applications for mail-in
ballots and recruited Midland States Bank
to sponsor drive-thru notaries.
“It is important to actually allow for the
system to work,” said Williams, who noted
that the program served more than 5,000
people during the election cycle. “You have
to allow people the opportunity to vote
and there are disparities within certain
communities whether it is because of race
or because of socioeconomic status.”
For Williams, whose previous experience includes roles as an assistant St. Louis
County counselor and assistant St. Louis
City circuit attorney, it is all part of working with the community.
“As lawyers, we are officers of the court
and I think when we take that oath to be
sworn in to practice and to be licensed
through the Missouri Bar, a part of that
oath is to educate and assist,” she said.
Lauding Williams’s “ability to be
flexible, committed and determined,” her
nominator praised her skills. They said she
was instrumental in creating the reopening plans for municipal courts, assisting
with the CARES Act small business relief
program. The County Council passed a
resolution in her honor for her dedication
and exemplary service to St. Louis County.
Williams, who has been named president-elect of the Women Lawyers Association of Greater St. Louis, said it is vital
that all people be allowed to participate in
the system.
“Everyone has to play their part but
also everyone needs the opportunity to
play their part,” she said.
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Sandra Wirtel
Spencer Fane

A

t age 16, Sandra “Sandy” Wirtel began her path to a legal career after
being ticketed for failing to stop for
a stop sign at the stop line.
Determined to prove her innocence,
she took photos of the intersection to show
that the police officer couldn’t have seen
where the stop line was from his vantage
point. She won her case, but her pursuit
of justice didn’t stop there. Today, as the
pro bono attorney at Spencer Fane, she
works to ensure that everyone has a voice
in court.
“I like talking to people and trying to
help them,” Wirtel said. “I feel honored
to be with them and try to assist them at
some of the most difficult points in their
lives. Helping them is a meaningful role
and quite frankly, I was looking for that in
law school and not finding it in most of the
classes that I took.”
The 54-year-old UMKC graduate has
certainly found it outside the classroom.
She won her alma mater’s Decade Award,
and is the original director of the school’s
Child and Family Services Clinic.
Originally looking to a career in real
estate law, she instead ended up working
for the juvenile court unit at Legal Aid.
After three years, the Wirtel moved into a
position within the juvenile court.
Since 1996, the native St. Louisan has

been in her present job as of counsel at
Spencer Fane. Throughout her career, she’s
been involved in more than 1,000 cases as
either a juvenile officer, guardian ad litem
or counsel for the parents or minor in a
given matter.
Regardless of her role, Wirtel has always shown the same tenacity that allowed
her to continue her education despite being
diagnosed with an unusual form of breast
cancer at age 23.
“I thought about dropping out of law
school just to attend to that but I thought,
‘What am I going to do with my time?’” she
said. “‘Think about cancer?’”
Having been rediagnosed with that illness more recently, she continues to think
about the value of her time.
“Everything seems to take on greater
meaning right now about what I’m doing
and how I’m doing it,” said Wirtel. “When
time is of the essence, what you do with
that time seems to matter more. That’s a
position I’m finding myself in lately. What
I do needs to matter.”
For hundreds of kids and parents, it
has.
“Most days, something happened that
is really important or poignant,” she said.
“It might be something great or it might be
something terrible but I care. At the end of
the day, I care how I’ve spent my time.”

UMB.com
.com

You have that
special spark.
Congrats,
Amy!

CONGRATULATIONS!

Lauren Collins
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Karen Aroesty
Aroesty Allied

A

fter 20 years on the frontlines of
fighting hate speech in Missouri, eastern Kansas and southern
Illinois —a tenure that encompassed Sept.
11, a fatal shooting at the Overland Park
Jewish Community Center, the Ferguson
protests, the rise of QAnon and much
more —Karen Aroesty is ready to build
upon that work, with a focus on positivity.
The longtime regional director of the
Anti-Defamation League’s Heartland
regional office, Aroesty left that role over
the summer but remains active as chair
of the St. Louis County Human Relations
Commission and interim lead of the U.S.
Attorney’s Hate Crimes Task Force.
She’s also launched a new venture,
Aroesty Allied, with a goal of “helping
individuals, communities, institutions and
companies develop interactions, programs
and structures to build acceptance and
respect with optimism.”
“I want to continue to work in the
justice and equity space, but perhaps in a
slightly different platform,” said Aroesty. “I
learned so much at ADL. But the nature of
the conflict was really wearing me down.”
A tireless advocate in the halls of the
state Capitol, Aroesty helped manage and
lead coalitions that mobilized to pass the
Missouri Religious Freedom Restoration
Act; establish a state Commission on
Holocaust Education and Awareness; ban
cross burnings; and prohibit discrimination in life insurance policies for those
traveling to Israel.
In the education sphere, the former

ADL leader coordinated anti-bias training
in schools, local police academies and private businesses across the region, partnering with institutions including the Saint
Louis Art Museum and Missouri History
Museum.
A political science major and college
radio DJ at Barnard College in New York
City, Aroesty later worked on Walter
Mondale’s 1984 presidential campaign as a
field organizer and for the National Cable
Television Association in D.C. before coming to St. Louis to study law at Washington
University. She then practiced family and
housing law with Land of Lincoln Legal
Assistance before opening her own practice in civil rights litigation. She spent five
years on the ADL’s regional board before
being recruited to lead the local office.
The summer break allowed Aroesty,
who retired her Illinois law license, to
begin reactivating her Missouri law license
— though she admits that whether she
plans to again practice remains to be seen.
One certainty: consensus, not conflict,
will define the path ahead for Aroesty.
“Maybe I’m spectacularly naïve, but if
you can lift people up to say, ‘Look, you
can stand by your values, as a matter of
policy and politics, and yet you can do
so with respect for somebody else whose
ideas are different, and get to that middle
ground without feeling like you’ve given in
– that’s where the real governance is going
to happen for everybody, not just the few,”
she said.

Betsy AuBuchon
Missouri Supreme Court

B

etsy AuBuchon calls a trip to Jefferson City as part of the annual
Sophomore Pilgrimage for talented
students “one of the most memorable days
of my life.”
But a more recent capital city encounter — this time watching Chief Justice Paul
C. Wilson namedrop his Missouri Supreme
Court co-worker to a school group that
included AuBuchon’s daughter Maddie —
was memorable in its own right.
“He said, ‘Your mother runs the judiciary. She’s the only one who can tell us
what to do,” AuBuchon recalled with a
laugh.
Her own Jeff City journey began in the
Oregon County seat of Alton, population
800 (give or take) and 20 miles from the
Arkansas border. She graduated from the
University of Missouri with a degree in
agricultural journalism, along with both a
master’s in health administration and her
law degree.
“I had no interest in practicing law,” she
said. “I wanted to run a hospital. And now
I run a court system.”
After law school, AuBuchon worked
as a consultant and general counsel for
Behavioral Health Concepts Inc., before
joining the prominent Jefferson City lobbying firm Gamble & Schlemeier, where
she remained for a decade.
AuBuchon joined the high court in
2012 as commission counsel for the state’s
Judicial Finance Commission and legislative liaison before a swift promotion to the
newly created role of director of government relations and deputy counsel.
She was named clerk effective Jan. 1,
2017, the first woman in that role and only
the sixth clerk in state history, recruited
to succeed Bill L. Thompson, who retired

after nearly five years as clerk and more
than three decades as court counsel.
“I was his first hire (as clerk),” she said.
“He must have seen some potential.”
Thompson’s comparatively short tenure
is not the norm. His immediate predecessor, Thomas Simon, spent nearly 40 years
on the job. Before Simon, court clerk Marion Spicer stuck around a mere 28 years.
As clerk, her oversight is far-reaching: managing and supervising the state
Supreme Court’s internal operations but
serving as de facto chief administrator for
the third branch of Missouri government.
That includes supervision of the Office
of State Courts Administrator, along with
proscribed duties related to The Missouri
Bar and the Missouri Board of Law Examiners.
She maintains the official roll of all
Missouri attorneys and prepares attorney
licenses, serves as the ex officio treasurer
of The Missouri Bar, and prepares financial reports for the Journal of the Missouri
Bar. AuBuchon also serves as treasurer for
the board of law examiners and oversees
twice-yearly bar enrollment ceremonies.
“I liken it to being an air traffic controller sometimes,” she said in a previous
interview.
AuBuchon and husband Rich, a Jefferson City lawyer and lobbyist, have four
children: daughters Maddie, 16, Anna, 15,
and Scarlett, 9; and son Connor, who is 6.
“I’m exactly where I’m supposed to be,”
she said. “Hopefully, I can be a symbol to
someone from small-town Missouri, who
didn’t know any lawyers growing up, that
you don’t have to be the son or daughter
of a lawyer or know the right people. It
doesn’t have to be hereditary. Hard work
can prevail.”
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Mary Bozarth
M

ary Bozarth’s relationship with
the law started early on.
“I wanted to be an attorney
since I was about four years old,” said
Bozarth. “I was watching LA Law and I
told my mom I wanted to do that. She
chuckled.”
But it was no laughing matter. Bozarth,
40, has put together an impressive career.
After getting her law degree from the
University of Florida, she spent a year as
an Equal Justice Works fellow before stints
with three firms in the Sunshine State doing employment and consumer class action
law.
“I still enjoy both of those fields to this
day and there are certain things I advise on
with the city that connect to those areas as
well,” she said.
Eventually she returned to her native
Springfield to help her parents as they
dealt with health challenges.
After that came three years in the
Missouri Attorney General’s Office and a
period in-house for a preschool childcare
center with nearly 1,000 employees. She assumed her present role, in the Springfield
city attorney’s office, in May.
Given the unique challenges of the
times, Bozarth noted that a great deal of
her schedule is spent interacting with the
health department.

City of Springfield

“There are so many different legal
issues that come up in relation to COVID
and vaccination,” she said. “There are constitutional issues. There are employment
law issues. It is really fascinating the different things I get to do on a daily basis.”
In a sense, the city attorney’s office is
something of a return to her roots. She
originally studied public interest law.
“How it should be is that attorneys are
there to help things be fair and just and to
advocate for people and provide a voice for
people that may not ordinarily have a voice
in society or at least not the amplified one
that an attorney can give them,” she said.
Bozarth sees herself as having every
citizen of her hometown as her client.
“It is not that I’m doing something just
to accomplish a goal for a specific department but to ensure that we’re doing the
best thing … for the residents of Springfield,” she said. “I was born and raised in
this town. That means a lot to me.”
Regardless, Bozarth feels it is important
to do what’s best for the community. That’s
why she became a lawyer in the first place.
“The legal profession is a great way
to make a difference in the world and do
something greater than yourself to make an
impact for generations to follow,” she said.
“That’s something that really excites me to
leave a legacy like that.”

Caroline Coulter
Office of Missouri Governor

T

wenty years ago, the September 11
terror attacks shook this country in
waves that continue to reverberate.
In Caroline Coulter’s case, those waves
led the Cape Girardeau native, Southeast
Missouri State University sophomore, and
a music major from a family of teachers
to instead study political science, where a
debate teacher encouraged her to continue
to law school.
“It made me rethink things,” said
Coulter whose subsequent climb through
the ranks of the Missouri Attorney General’s Office (twice) and the state Department of Corrections led to a position in
the administration of Republican Gov.
Mike Parson. “I knew I wanted to serve the
public good.”
When it came time for law school,
Coulter headed north — not to Columbia
or St. Louis, but to Southern Illinois University in Carbondale, at less than 50 miles
away considerably closer to home. The
SIU law school, established in the public
interest in 1973 to serve the public good,
was the first in Illinois to include pro bono
work as part of its graduation requirement.
After starting her legal career in private
practice, Coulter was hired in September
2008 as an assistant attorney general before
joining DOC as legal counsel.
Back with the Missouri AG’s office in
2014, she was later promoted to supervisor of the six-attorney habeas corpus unit,
defending convictions in state and federal
court.
Coulter was on a team of attorneys that
litigated the case of Bucklew v. Precythe,
in which the U.S. Supreme Court upheld

an Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals ruling
rejecting convicted death-row murderer
Russell Bucklew’s contention that he’d
suffer excessive pain. Bucklew, convicted
of first-degree murder, kidnapping and
first-degree burglary in 1997, was executed
in October 2019.
In her time with the AG’s office,
Coulter worked for a pair of Democrats
(Jay Nixon and Chris Koster) as well as
two Republicans (Josh Hawley and Eric
Schmitt). She calls her current boss, Gov.
Parson, a “man of great character” who
“makes my job easy.”
Missouri Supreme Court Clerk Betsy
AuBuchon, fellow Women’s Justice Award
winner in the public service category, had
this to say about Coulter in her nomination:
“A dedicated public servant, Caroline
is not content to live in her comfort zone.
She has practiced law in some of the most
demanding areas of state government
(and) skillfully managed numerous and
sometimes-daunting tasks.”
“Caroline is unfailingly generous and
caring with her colleagues and friends and
is happily raising a loving family with her
husband Bryan. She is a living example
that a woman can be tough, smart and
kind.”
With Parson not eligible to run for
re-election in 2024, Coulter’s long-term
plans remain up in the air. While not
ruling out a move to the private sector,
she adds: “I love working in the governor’s
office — but I do love working for this
governor. I’m open to seeing where else I
could serve.”
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Julia Crader Dolan
Scott County Public Administrator

A

s a court-appointed guardian and
conservator for those unable to
make their own legal decisions,
Julie Dolan’s job often hinges on matters of life and death. With the arrival
of COVID-19, the Scott County public
administrator lost 12 clients to the virus.
“I had no idea what I was getting into
when I took this job,” said Dolan, who was
appointed in 2015 by former Gov. Jay Nixon to fill an unexpired term and has since
won election to a pair of four-year terms.
“I had the legal background for the job,
but so much of it also involves providing
social services and making health care
decisions.”
The small-town lawyer’s daughter
attended Mizzou with plans to become an
art teacher — a job she held in Memphis,
Tennessee before opting for law school at
the University of Memphis.
She returned to southeast Missouri to
practice law at her father’s Sikeston firm,
along with husband David Dolan, a fellow
Memphis grad who would later serve as
a local prosecuting attorney and is now a
long-time judge in the 33rd Circuit, which
covers Mississippi and Scott counties.
In his nomination, Judge Dolan notes
the outsized impact of the pandemic on
public administrators, who may be the
closest personal connection their wards
have, appointed through probate courts
for those who’ve been declared incapacitated — i.e., physically or mentally unable

to make sound decisions regarding their
everyday requirements of food, shelter,
safety, medical care or financial matters.
A guardian is in charge of the physical person, while a conservator oversees
financial decisions.
“Most of these people have no family
or loved ones to grieve at their death,” he
wrote. “Julie and her staff of two caring
deputies often are the only ones at funeral
services.”
“Making those life and death decisions
can take a toll on anybody, but she puts
herself 100 percent into taking care of her
clients,” the nomination letter continues.
“The office usually has 150 clients, with
just Julie and her two deputies to handle
the legal, financial and medical needs of
the wards.”
A mother of two adult children, Dolan
is a former member and president of the
Sikeston R-6 school board, as well as a
past member and president of the board
of directors for Legal Services of Southern
Missouri.
An active member of the Missouri Association of Public Administrators, Dolan
and her colleagues hope to recruit more
lawyers into such jobs. County public administrators are elected in Missouri except
for those in Jackson and St. Charles counties and the city of St. Louis. Approaching
70 and with her current term expiring
in 2024, Dolan said she’s unlikely to see
re-election to office in three years.

Jennifer Growcock
Circuit Judge, 8th Judicial Circuit

L

ong before the pandemic elevated
“work from home” into the everyday
vernacular, Jennifer Growcock faced
a career crossroads.
As a Polsinelli partner, the firm’s 2015
decision to shut down its Springfield office
left Growcock staring down a potential
relocation to its Kansas City headquarters.
It was a move neither she nor husband
Matt, also a southwest Missouri lawyer,
wanted to make. Son Owen, the youngest
of three, was just a year old, with the family settling in Christian County for what
they hoped was the long haul.
Instead, the firm agreed to let Growcock work remotely from Ozark, with the
occasional trip to the Kansas City or St.
Louis offices.
Two years later, Growcock was elected
to a newly created judgeship, defeating
both an assistant prosecuting attorney in
Taney County as well as a former state
lawmaker.
“They gave me the opportunity to work
from home, which I greatly appreciated,
and keep my family here,” said Growcock,
who compares her adopted hometown to
her birthplace of Oskaloosa, Iowa. “I had
clients in Japan and all over the country.
I didn’t really need to be stationed in the
Kansas City office.”
A University of Iowa graduate, Growcock earned her law degree from the
University of Nebraska. She moved to
Springfield to join Blackwell Sanders Peper

Martin prior to the merger that produced
Husch Blackwell, where she practiced business litigation, employment, construction
and real estate law for six years before the
move to Polsinelli, where she spent another seven years.
Growcock cites former Husch Blackwell
managing partner, the late Virginia Fry, as
an early mentor, along with judges John
Holstein and Phil Garrison at Polsinelli.
As a judge, Growcock splits the circuit’s
criminal docket and also shares oversight
of its civil and family law cases. The former litigator called the focus on the criminal side “a whole new world to learn.”
With children ages 6, 11 and 13 at
home, Growcock spends her weekends as a
soccer and equestrian Mom, shuttling kids
to games and horse shows. She’s a former
board member and president of CASA of
Southwest Missouri, a children’s advocacy
group; past board member and treasurer
of an Ozark elementary school’s PTA; and
past board member of the Junior League of
Springfield.
“They’re very active,” she said. “We are
constantly going places. It’s a nightly thing,
running kids around.”
Growcock realizes she’s fortunate to
have that work-life balance, citing a supportive spouse as well as the affirmation of
then-Polsinelli chair Russ Welsh.
“I was so grateful for the opportunity
to do that,” she said. “It would have been
difficult to uproot everybody.”
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Mary Kathryn Hoff

A

Missouri Court of Appeals, Eastern District (ret.)

djusting to recent retirement after
more than three decades of donning
the black robe — including more
than a quarter-century with the Missouri
Court of Appeals, Eastern District — admittedly remains a work in progress for
Mary Kathryn Hoff.
“It’s hard to believe, after 32 years as
a judge, that I’m no longer going to the
office,” said Hoff, who stepped down as the
appellate district’s chief judge in early July.
“It really hasn’t been very long yet, so I it
still feels a little bit like being on vacation
right now.”
A native St. Louisan, Hoff earned a University of Missouri education degree and
spent a year teaching social studies in rural
mid-Missouri before returning to Mizzou
for law school. She came home to complete
her law degree at Saint Louis University,
joining the city public defender’s office in
fall 1978. At the time, she notes, there were
no female circuit judges on the city bench.
Hoff worked as an assistant public
defender for four years, followed by seven
years in private practice, before then-Gov.
John Ashcroft appointed her, at age 36,
as a circuit judge in 1989. Six years later,
she was elevated to the appellate bench by
the late Gov. Mel Carnahan — a pair of
bipartisan appointments she says points
to the strength of Missouri’s nonpartisan
court plan.
Prior to her judicial appointment, Hoff
served as president of the Women Lawyers’
Association of Greater St. Louis, where her
advocacy efforts helped lead to the first

female appointees to Missouri appellate
courts, including the state Supreme Court.
By 2018, the most recent year for
which statistics are available, 29 percent
of the state’s judges were female — a rate
consistent with the national average of 30
percent, but still well below the 51 percent
majority of state residents who are female.
Hoff, who left the bench several years
shy of the mandatory retirement age of
70, is quick to credit others for her legal
longevity.
“I was very lucky to have been mentored by many judges on the city bench,
and even further blessed to have such
outstanding colleagues and friends on the
Court of Appeals,” she said.
With adult children in Denver and
Detroit and five brothers (among seven
siblings) scattered across the country,
Hoff hopes to spend more time traveling
to visit friends and family. Husband Peter
Stragand, a lawyer-turned-social-studies
teacher, is retired from Kirkwood High
School, where he continues to coach the
mock trial team.
Hoff ’s retirement aligns with the completion of her second term as chief judge
earlier in the summer; she had previously
served in that role in 2000-01.
“I’m really one of the luckiest people
around, to have spent the majority of my
career in the Missouri judiciary,” Hoff said.
“We have excellent judges in the courts,
and I know I’m leaving our courts in good
hands.”

Crissy Del Percio
Legal Aid of Western Missouri

J

ournalists who want to go beyond
reporting and directly help the people
they interview usually find another
home for their professional passions.
For 2007 University of Kansas graduate Crissy Del Percio, the desire to make
a difference led first to the UMKC School
of Law and then to Legal Aid of Western
Missouri, where she began as a paralegal
while still in law school and is now a staff
attorney in the domestic unit and pro se
supervisor.
“I wanted to be Connie Chung,” said
Del Percio, who grew up in the Kansas City
area on both sides of the two-state border. “I was going to bring the news to the
people.”
“The dean of the law school (Barbara
Glesner Fines) told me. ‘There’s a place
where you can have this job helping people
called Legal Aid.’ I showed up in December of my second year and never left. And
eventually they started paying me to show
up.”
Del Percio’s colleagues call her a zealous advocate for domestic violence victims
who’s also a model of poise and professionalism.
“For nearly 10 years she’s done as much,
if not more, than any attorney in the city
for women and their children,” said Dennis
Chanay, a former Legal Aid coworker now
practicing at Case Linden P.A. “As her
colleague, I witnessed her unmatched ded-

ication to clients and work ethic, as well as
her mentoring of new attorneys and eagerness to share her expertise and experience.
And as her friend, I know how she spends
her precious free hours participating in the
same vital advocacy.”
“Fiery advocate, gentle counselor,
happy warrior, consummate professional:
Crissy Del Percio is a true credit to our
profession and to our state at large.”
Del Percio is active with both the
Kansas City Metropolitan Bar Association,
particularly its juvenile section, and the
Kansas City Metropolitan Bar Foundation’s Domestic Violence Alliance. Outside
of court, she serves on the board of both
Sheffield Place, a shelter for women and
children, and SocialHeart, a mission-driven social event organizer.
Other colleagues cite her resilience,
optimism and ability to remain hopeful in
a field that, as one nominator noted, “can
take a toll on even the strongest advocate.”
“When we get good results here, they
are GREAT results,” Del Percio said, with
emphasis. “Some are heartbreaking. But
the ones we can help —that empowers me
to keep going.”
“My life goal is to change the system,”
she adds. “One day I’ll be big enough to
do that. But right now, I can change one
person’s life at a time — and that’s enough
for me.”
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Laura Roy

Eastern District, Missouri Court of Appeals

S

ome lawyers crave the spotlight. For
Laura Roy, staying mostly behind the
scenes while keeping an appellate
court running smoothly (no small feat
during a pandemic) is just fine.
“It’s not glamorous, but it’s vital work,”
said Roy.
Her two decades in her current job at
the St. Louis-based appellate court were
preceded by another 10 years there as
assistant staff counsel.
“I am not one who wants to be in the
limelight,” Roy said. “I’m an introvert, and
I like to be part of making things work in
the background.”
A graduate of Visitation Academy in
St. Louis, Roy earned her bachelor’s degree from the Mizzou journalism school,
remaining in Columbia to complete law
school.
She then headed to Springfield, spending her first year after graduation as a law
clerk for Judge Almon Maus of the state
Court of Appeals’ Southern District, whom
she called “a fabulous mentor.” After two
years as an assistant St. Charles County
attorney, she joined the Missouri Court of
Appeals’ Eastern District in 1991.
In fall 2019, Roy began a one-year term
as president of the National Conference of

Appellate Court Clerks, a stint marked by
the onset of the COVID-19 outbreak, but
Roy nonetheless counts it as a professional
highlight.
A St. Charles County resident, Roy
spent nearly a decade on the board of the
Center for Autism Education, where her
son Andrew attended school and continues
to participate in its program for adults.
St. Louis attorney Raymond Massey, a
former Thompson Coburn partner, said
Roy was practically “raised to become the
clerk of the Missouri Court of Appeals.”
“If you ask our Court of Appeals judges, they will praise Laura as being highly
professional, very competent, very organized and the best person who has served
in her job for years,” said Massey, who is
married to Roy’s older sister. “I constantly
hear from my colleagues how helpful she is
assisting lawyers with appeal issues.”
Providing that assistance is at the core
of her court’s oversight, she said.
“Every case is important,” Roy said.
“Whether it’s a $50 parking ticket, a
murder case, a huge personal injury case
or a minor fender-bender. The case that’s
foremost in my mind is the one that’s right
in front of me, that I’m working on atop
my desk.”

Seigfreid Bingham congratulates
our colleague, Brenda Hamilton
on receiving a Women’s Justice
Award for her distinguished
career in litigation.

WashU
congratulates
Monica Allen
and all of this
year’s awardees!

Shareholder
Business Litigation
www.sb-kc.com
2323 Grand Blvd, Suite 1000
Kansas City, MO 64108 | 816.421.4460
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Kate Schaefer

A

Circuit Judge, 5th Judicial Circuit of Andrew and Buchanan Counties

career prosecutor before her 2018
election to the bench, Circuit Judge
Kate Schaefer now presides over a
range of civil and criminal cases from the
St. Joseph-based circuit.
The diversity of her workload continues
to keep the job fresh — especially after a
caseload that included many cases of child
abuse, neglect and sexual assault as an assistant prosecuting attorney for 15 years.
“It’s a completely different mindset,”
said Schaefer.
She opted to seek office after the retirements of both Buchanan County prosecutor Dwight Scroggins, who’d been in office
28 years, and senior Circuit Judge Randall
Jackson, whom Schaefer also singles out as
a mentor.
“I thought, ‘This is my chance to use
what I’ve learned, not just as a child abuse
prosecutor but as a trial attorney,” she said.
“I really felt like that was my opportunity
and that was my time.”
The St. Joe native received her bachelor’s degree in criminal justice from
hometown Missouri Western State University before heading west for law school at
Chapman University in southern California.
The lure of the left coast didn’t last
long, said Schaefer, who loved the Orange

County weather but longed for friends,
family and familiarity half a continent
away. She returned not just home but to an
office where she’d worked as both an intern
and victim’s advocate prior to law school.
“I took the California Bar, passed it and
then moved straight back home,” she said.
“I didn’t have any family there and didn’t
have a sense of connection.”
A mother of three children, ages 10, 13
and 15, Schaefer said her work with childhood victims couldn’t help but influence
her as a parent, and vice versa.
“It helps a lot to have raised a child,”
she said. “But my kids would say it probably made me a more cynical and harder
parent to deal with.”
Among her professional highlights,
Schaefer lists her work with child abuse
and domestic violence victims and cases
she worked on that contributed to case
law still used to train attorneys working in
domestic violence.
Better still is seeing the children she
once prepped for trial now leading stable lives in adulthood, including a young
woman whom she recently encountered at
a local restaurant.
“She doesn’t remember me,” Schaefer
said. “But I’ll never forget her.”

Congratulations to the 2021
Women’s Justice Awardees

The Women Lawyers' Association of Greater St. Louis
congratulates Woman of the Year and WLA Member Susan
E. Block along with all of the 2021 awardees of the Women's
Justice Awards with a special "Atta Girl" to:

WLA Board
Member Awardee

WLA Board
Member Awardee

• Current board members President-Elect Alexus Williams,
and Immediate Past-President Jennifer Matthew
• Loyal members Hon. Mary K. Hoff, Teri Appelbaum, and
Brandy Simpson
Need a lawyer? Hire a woman. Get more from your WLA
membership. Visit wlastl.org

Alexus Williams

Jennifer Matthew
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Josephine “Jody” Stockard

Assistant U.S. Attorney, Western District of Missouri

F

or Jody Stockard, the path to receiving a Women’s Justice Award for
public service began at the University
of Missouri School of Journalism — the
undergraduate alma mater for a quarter of
this year’s honorees in this category.
“In terms of clarity of writing, it really
helps me,” said Stockard. “As lawyers, we
can be a little verbose.”
She’s now a Springfield-based federal prosecutor with a focus on organized
crime, drugs and weapons trafficking.
In between her stints at Mizzou, Stockard spent four years cutting her teeth in
Missouri GOP politics, first working as
press director for Catherine Hanaway’s
2004 campaign for Missouri Secretary of
State and then in the office of Gov. Matt
Blunt, where she began as a speechwriter
and junior policy analyst before rising to
legislative director.
It was that exposure to law enforcement
and public safety in the governor’s office
which led Stockard to set her sights on
practicing criminal law.
“I wanted to make a difference on more
of an individual level,” she said. “Politics
is high-level; it’s not the kind of individual
difference you make in people’s lives.”
After law school, she spent a year
clerking for then-Jackson County Circuit
Judge W. Brent Powell and then joined the
Greene County prosecutor’s office as an
assistant prosecuting attorney.
“Jody has spent her entire career in
public service,” wrote former colleague
Nhan Nguyen, an assistant U.S. attorney

in Kansas City who hired Stockard when
both were in Springfield. “She is a problem-solver who treats people with respect
and grace.”
Other colleagues were similarly
effusive, singling out Stockard’s talents
not only as a litigator but also a trusted colleague, especially when it comes
to mentoring the next generation. Her
colleague Byron Black said that when he
was immediately assumed a caseload with
previous experience as a Minnesota state
prosecutor, Stockard mentored him as
soon as his first day, and helped him acclimate to federal criminal practice.
“I cannot say enough about (her) patience, knowledge and remarkable character — they are second to none,” Black
wrote.
Stockard and her husband are expecting their first child, with a Halloween due
date. Rather than singling out a particular
prosecution, she cites her federal appointment as a sustained career highlight.
“Being an AUSA and being a federal
prosecutor who can work across county
and state and even international lines,
I didn’t even know that was necessarily
achievable,” she said. “These are the jobs
people make TV shows about.”
She’s taking a moment to reflect on her
achievements.
“I’m really proud that I made it here.
And I’m also grateful to all the people who
put me in a position to succeed and keep
the community safe.”

Courtney Wachal

Municipal Judge, Kansas City, Division 203 (domestic violence)

K

ansas City Municipal Judge Courtney Wachal presides over a daily
domestic violence docket that
recently had grown to nearly 350 cases in
one day, as the court continued to work
through its COVID-19 backlog.
She is a former public defender and
assistant city prosecutor. Whether steadily
steering the court through rising caseloads
amid a sustained global pandemic or twice
winning U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ)
grants for courtroom innovation, Wachal
has consistently earned praise for her
court’s work with both survivors of domestic violence and offenders.
The first DOJ grant came in fall 2017,
when it named the Kansas City municipal domestic violence court as a “mentor
court” for its creation of a compliance
docket — a specialized, supervised probation docket for high-risk offenders.
Then in January of this year, DOJ
awarded the city’s domestic violence court
a $1 million grant to launch a pair of early
intervention programs: a required class for
first-time offenders, who must complete
the program as a condition of bond; and a
Relationship and Sexual Violence Prevention (RSVP) docket to provide targeted
services for young adults, for both offenders and their partners.
Appointed to the domestic violence
court in 2015, Wachal has also presided as
judge of the municipal venue’s drug court
program since January 2019, bringing both
innovation and improved efficiency.
That court’s specialized docket for drug
cases involving domestic violence offenders melds the therapeutic environment
needed to recover from substance abuse
disorders with the more law-and-order
approach of traditional drug courts.

“The approach for drug courts is
very therapeutic,” Wachal said. “And the
approach for domestic violence offenses
is very accountability-oriented. So the
compliance domestic violence drug court
docket uses a hybrid approach.”
Born and raised in Schuyler, Nebraska,
Wachal is a 2001 graduate of the flagship
university in Lincoln, where she earned a
bachelor’s degree in English, psychology
and political science. After receiving her
law degree from the University of Kansas
in 2004, Wachal headed to the southwest
Missouri town of Ava as a rookie public
defender.
She remained with the defender’s office
until 2011, when she started working
for the City of Kansas City. Prior to her
judicial appointment, Wachal also served
as mental health court prosecutor for the
municipal court.
Wachal cites her father as inspiration
for a career in public service. Bob Wachal,
a meat packing plant worker turned corn
and soybean farmer, also served on the
school board during the time Courtney,
the eldest daughter, and two younger sisters attended school.
“He was my biggest role model,” she
said, citing some local disputes once the
Cargill plant began attracting immigrant
workers and their families. “He always
believed in people too and always tried
to do the right thing, even when it wasn’t
popular.”
Outside of her office, Wachal is past
president of the board of directors for
Sheffield Place, a shelter for domestic violence survivors and their children. She was
named Judge of the Year in 2017 by the
Association for Women Lawyers of Greater
Kansas City.
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Elizabeth Fast
S

ome lawyers truly love the drama of
clashing in a courtroom. Elizabeth
Fast is not one of them.
“When I was working on my MBA,
I realized that attorneys didn’t just do
litigation,” said the 62-year-old Spencer
Fane partner. “I had never wanted to do
litigation. I hate the adversarial situation. I
would rather do deals. If you do your deal
right, everybody’s going to be happy.”
That’s why the Kansas native, who rose
to be general counsel for Boatmen’s Bank,
went on to join her present organization
where she’s spent two decades honing a
talent for helping banks through the intricacies of transactional law.
“Elizabeth’s experience and leadership
guides one of the largest practice groups
at Spencer Fane. The financial services
team at the firm prides itself on helping
banks and other financial services entities
with passion and urgency so that they can
handle their matters and transactions with
more precision, speed and cost efficiency,”
writes Fast’s nominator. “Her past in-house
experience provides perspective that allows
her to best understand the challenges and
pressures faced by clients while navigating
the ever-changing and complex regulatory
landscape of the financial services industry.”
Fast also works to pass on that understanding to others through national
webinars, training sessions and the publication of a 900-page legal resource book on
Missouri business law. She also regularly

Spencer Fane

mentors other attorneys.
The University of Kansas graduate is
now a gubernatorial appointee of Missouri’s state banking board and was named to
the Kansas City Industrial Development
Authority and the Housing Authority of
Kansas City by the city’s mayor. She also
played an active role in drafting Kansas
Senate Bill 335 which was intended to help
savings and loans convert from a federal to
a state charter.
“Early in her career, Elizabeth often
found herself as the lone female voice in
a male-dominated area of law,” writes her
nominator. “She at first struggled with the
intimidation of this situation but developed an assertiveness that has allowed her
to succeed. She passes these lessons on to
other attorneys, teaching them to study all
aspects of client business transactions and
to anticipate questions or problems that
might arise to best serve clients.”
Fast said that she always had an affinity
for two things that are vital fixtures of the
banking world – figures and rules.
“Numbers have always made sense to
me and there is a lot of regulation associated with banks,” she said. “I’d say banks are
one of the most highly regulated industries, maybe even more than health care.”
She feels that attorneys and the law play
an essential role in maintaining the social
contract.
“It needs to keep us as an organized society and protect us from all the bad guys,”
she said.

Adrienne B. Haynes
SEED Law

W

hen she took a business law
course in college, things really started to fall into place for
Adrienne B. Haynes.
“I think at that time a light bulb really
went off for me,” she said.
The Peoria native had been interested
in and involved with entrepreneurship but
now law school seemed like a viable way to
advance that idea as a career. That’s where
SEED Law, the boutique business firm she
founded, began to germinate.
“Sometimes when we talk about entrepreneurship and business development, we
romanticize the idea and the passion of the
business and not necessarily the infrastructure necessary for sustainability,” said
the UMKC graduate. “That’s where I really
think my skill set helps our clients because
I am both an entrepreneur and very analytical in the way we do our lawyering.”
Founded in 2015, SEED Law has
allowed Haynes to develop relationships
with clients statewide as she creates legal
and strategic planning solutions for
businesses. Via SEED Collective, Haynes
has offered consulting to the Kauffman
Foundation, Elevate Energy, Blue Hills
Community Services, the Midwest Women’s Business Enterprise Council and her
alma mater.
“I went to law school because I was an
entrepreneur who had discovered business
law and I wanted to be able to share what
I had learned with other entrepreneurs

so that they could focus on their passion
which is running a business,” said Haynes,
who has previously taken on roles as a
paralegal at Legal Aid of Western Missouri
as well as director of both a camp and a
contractor incubator focusing on the construction industry.
A part of the Buena Vista University
National Alumni Association board of directors, she has participated in the founding of various nonprofits including the
Multicultural Business Association and the
Black Female Attorneys Network of which
she is president.
Haynes said she enjoys dealing with her
clients.
“It is a privilege because we are working
with people who have a business idea and
maybe those who are in multigeneration
family-owned businesses who are ready to
sell their business,” she said. “We get the
privilege of meeting people at various different stages in their business journey and
it really is fun. We actually have a pretty
high percentage of clients who were with
us from the very beginning who are still
working with us today.”
There is also a larger sense of duty to
the community.
“I feel strongly about the fact that attorneys are gatekeepers, and it really is our
responsibility to make sure — as our state
motto says — that the welfare of the people
is really the supreme law,” Haynes said.
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Joy Harris Hennessy
Thompson Coburn

O

ne of Joy Harris Hennessy’s nominators can easily put into words the
reason she is award-worthy.
“Committed to delivering the highest quality client service, Joy approaches transaction staffing with a practical,
client-oriented approach to assuring the
client is getting excellent service in a
cost-effective manner,” they wrote. “I can
honestly say that Joy is a pre-eminent
health care attorney who looks at every
aspect of each transaction she leads and
understands the complex regulatory issues
that accompany deals in the health care
industry.”
Hennessy, 50, initially looked to law
school as part of her desire to join the
FBI. But after graduation from Saint Louis
University and clerking with the Missouri
Court of Appeals, the St. Joseph native
moved into a successful career in corporate health care law, a field she finds
fascinating and dynamic.
“It is ever-changing and it is cutting
edge,” she said. “It makes the front page of
the paper all the time.”
After working for two firms and going
in-house for a Los Angeles health enterprise, she came to Thompson Coburn
where she is now co-chair of her practice
group.
She feels her 14 years there have been
deeply rewarding.
“I love the people that I work with,”
she said. “I love the sophistication of our
clients, the challenges of our deals, the
complexity of the work.”

She also appreciates the variety her
clients provide.
“It is never dull,” she said. “Their
problems are always challenging and have
a direct impact on care that is ultimately
provided.”
Hennessy’s recent work includes her
service as lead outside counsel to a major
health system in California in its efforts to
acquire the assets of an outpatient surgery
center and ongoing representation of VillageMD in relation to its strategic alignment transactions.
Hennessy’s involvements also include
the wider community. For several years,
she was director and secretary of Launch
St. Louis, Inc. Other credits include her
activities with the Healthcare Businesswomen’s Association, where she served as
programs director and board member.
She feels that the law provides a rock of
stability to all parties in society helping to
“set the guardrails” in a complex area filled
with difficult issues.
“It helps identify an orderly structure
in a world of chaos,” she said.
Hennessy’s other nominator said the
key to her success is no secret.
“I can say without hesitation that I
know why Joy excels,” they wrote. “Put
simply, she cares. Joy cares about her clients’ goals, her colleagues’ success and her
own reputation for being an ethical, highly
respected attorney. For twenty-five years,
I have seen Joy worry, dig in and solve
difficult and sometimes seemingly insurmountable problems. She finds a way.”

Marian “Bo” Mehan
Lewis Rice

M

arian “Bo” Mehan started her
career not as a lawyer, but as a
nurse. The 69-year-old native St.
Louisan says it prepared her well for what
she does now.
“I was an ICU nurse mostly and when I
had to go out and tell somebody that their
mother just died, it is pretty easy to breach
difficult subjects,” she said.
That’s an ability that comes in handy
as co-chair of the Estate Planning Department at Lewis Rice, where she also served
on the management committee for at least
25 years. Her specialty ranges between
family issues, drug problems, and marital
conflicts.
“People have to trust you when they
talk about those things,” she said. “You get
to be really close to people because you’ve
been working with them for a long, long
time.”
Inducted into the Fleur de Lis Hall
of Fame by her alma mater, Saint Louis
University, Mehan has an extensive list of
community activities. This includes seats
on the boards of the Pershing, Edward
Mallinckrodt and Lesley Waldheim Foundations as well as the SLU, Academy of the
Visitation and Chaminade boards. Part of
the board of governors for Cardinal Glennon Children’s Hospital Foundation, she’s
also been involved with ACCESS Academies, the St. Louis Art Museum Foundation and the local Girl Scout council.
Coming to her firm directly out of
law school, Mehan said that her nearly 40
years at Lewis Rice have allowed her the
chance to help people do more than simply

disburse possessions to family.
“As some of the more high net worth
people evaluate their lives as they age, they
realize that their children have enough
money and they decide to give significant
amounts to philanthropy,” she said. “They,
of course, ask me what’s the right tax way
to do it but they also invite me to help
them ascertain their dispositive wishes
on specific charities and help them pick
charities.
She said these clients ask her for the
most tax-friendly methods, but they also
ask her to help them choose charities.
“Never in a million years did I think
that I would get that joy of helping people,”
she said.
She sees her job as being more than
simply filling out documents and carrying out instructions. She also sees it as an
opportunity to advise people of charitable
opportunities.
“I think we have a responsibility to
the community,” she said. “We want to
improve our community and we have the
ability to do it. We have contacts. People
look to us for advice.”
Her nominator said Mehan’s skill and
professionalism make her a role model for
others to follow.
“She demonstrates compassion, confidentiality and competence as she guides
her clients and their families through the
complex estate planning process,” her
nominator wrote, “and Bo’s decades of
experience and profound understanding of
the tax code have cemented her reputation
and legacy as a leader in her field.”
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Theresa A. Appelbaum
F

rom legal secretary to lawyer — at the
same law firm. Theresa Appelbaum
understands the many aspects of being a woman in the practice of law.
While working full time as a legal secretary with plaintiff ’s firms, Appelbaum took
classes at night to earn her B.A. in history
from the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
Then she went on to law school — attending full-time and working part-time — and
earned her J.D.
During her last year of law school, her
daughter was born. When she graduated,
her firm offered her a job as an attorney.
For 16 years, she was a full-time single
mom and a full-time lawyer.
Appelbaum knows firsthand the challenges women face in pursuing law as a
career. “I had lawyers who saw talent in me
and encouraged me to become an attorney,”
she says. “Every day, I work for the betterment of women in this field. I advocate for
women in helping them get employment
and make professional connections. I empower them as they are determining their
career paths.”
Today, Appelbaum is a principal and
partner with Padberg, Corrigan & Appelbaum in
St. Louis. As a plaintiff ’s personal injury trial attorney, she handles “everything
injury related” as well as a lot of appellate
work. She also serves as president of The
Lawyers Association of St. Louis and is on
the board of directors for The Missouri

Padberg, Corrigan & Appelbaum

Bar.
“My motivation in practicing law is to
always be prepared and to out-prepare my
opponents,” she says. “I remember my very
first deposition. The doctor I was deposing bullied me and took control of the
deposition. I vowed that I would never let
that happen again, and I haven’t. Not with
lawyers and not with witnesses.”
Seeing the raw emotion when someone’s
life is changed by a settlement offer or jury
trial never fails to move Appelbaum. “With
personal injury law, my career highlights
are someone else’s horrible tragedies,” she
says. “Representing people with special
needs who have been abused always takes a
big emotional toll on me. But I feel like I’m
doing something to help them.”
During the many unexpected challenges of the past year, Appelbaum remained
committed to helping her clients. “I continue to work,” she says. “I haven’t had any
cases go to trial this year. I show up every
day and get the job done for my clients.”
One highlight in her leadership experience is serving on the Board of Governors
with the Missouri Association of Trial
Attorneys. She also serves on the Amicus
Committee, writing briefs on behalf of
Missouri citizens to help protect their right
to a trial by jury. In her free time, she volunteers with The BackStoppers and at her
church’s soup kitchen.
Appelbaum says, “I fight for justice every minute of every day in some capacity.”

Ashley E. Benoist
Stanton | Barton

W

hen she encountered people in
Ecuador who didn’t have clean
drinking water, Ashley Benoist
decided to focus her life and career on
helping people.
Benoist began her college education as
a pre-veterinary medicine major. During
a study abroad program that focused
on preserving the integrity and natural
landscape of Ecuador’s Galapagos Islands,
her attention shifted to the people who
live there. When she returned to the U.S.,
she changed her major to political science
and then went on to law school. She holds
a B.S. from the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign and a J.D. from the
University of Missouri School of Law.
Her career includes interning with the
Office of Chief Counsel for the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. She was
the executive director of a Fraternal Order
of Police (FOP) lodge, representing police
officers in negotiations with local governments. She also served as a legislative
analyst for the Public Safety Committee in
the Missouri House of Representatives.
In her current position as a Senior
Associate with Stanton | Barton LLC in
St. Louis, Benoist handles civil litigation
cases involving torts, transportation law
and products liability. Her responsibilities
include representing companies that manufacture automobiles, industrial and manufacturing equipment, chemical products,
and electrical equipment. She also continues to represent police officers through
the FOP. In addition, she supervises and
mentors younger associates and chairs her

firm’s Diversity & Inclusion Committee.
“I practice law across the country,” Benoist says. “I currently have cases in Louisiana, New York, Wisconsin and Arizona.
Pre-COVID, I did a lot of traveling related
to products my clients are producing and
how those products are being used. I once
toured a copper smelting mine in Arizona.”
One of Benoist’s recent career successes
is also one of her favorite moments as an
attorney. She filed and argued a motion for
summary judgment in a pro-plaintiff venue and won. “I didn’t expect us to win,” she
says. “We did, and the case was dismissed.
Our client was a small business owner. It
was a really good feeling to be the advocate for them and get the resolution they
deserved.”
Outside the courtroom, Benoist continues to give back to her community. With
the support of her firm and the partners,
she and the Diversity & Inclusion Committee began the Futures for All Scholarship
Program for St. Louis County teens. She
is also a fundraiser for ALIVE — helping
women and families affected by domestic
violence — and the South County Foster
Care Closet. She organized a food pantry
at her church and currently serves as troop
leader for two Girl Scout troops.
“My biggest professional accomplishment this year is achieving work success
and family success,” Benoist says. “I’m
mom to two biological children and a
foster child. When I look back over 2021,
I can’t believe we’ve survived all this. We
are coming out of this stronger and with a
strong sense of where we want to go.”
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Deborah Blakely
White Graham Buckley Carr

D

uring work hours, Deborah Blakely
is a competent advocate for her
clients in the Kansas City employment law realm. Evenings and weekends,
she devotes her time to outdoor activities
on her family’s acreage away from the city.
As an attorney, Blakely is a champion
of those who have been hurt or treated
unfairly by their employers. “I’m a fierce
advocate for victims of sexual harassment,
gender discrimination, race discrimination, retaliation, whistleblowing and other
workplace-related violations,” she says. “I
understand how deeply the case — and
the original incident itself — impacts each
victim’s personal life, business and overall
well-being.”
Her legal career focuses on employment
law in various settings, including mediation, arbitration and litigation. Her clients
value her ability to hold a wrongful party
accountable, no matter the reputation and
size of the company.
“The appalling and discriminatory
behavior of many employers and/or their
managers has a long history,” Blakely says.
“The fact that such behaviors still exist in
the workplace in 2021 is shocking.”
One of Blakely’s most memorable cases
began when she was with one firm and
went through the appeal stage after she
had moved to another firm. The court’s
decision helped modify Missouri law with
a broader selection of remedies for victims
of fraudulently induced settlements.
“When a settlement makes a huge
difference for a client and the client’s life

is going to change because of it, they are
so appreciative,” Blakely says. “The client
is often a blue collar employee, and they
are able to get back on their feet and get
moving again.”
Outside the office and courtroom,
Blakely enjoys using her education and
training as an attorney to help lead nonprofits and benefit the public. She assists
with drafting and submitting complaints
to the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC), the Missouri Commission on Human Rights and the Kansas
Human Rights Commission.
Blakely serves as vice-chair of the
board of directors for HorsePower — a
Kansas City nonprofit geared to helping
children in the foster care program — and
also mentors children in the program.
These are children who have been adopted,
who are in in-patient and residential treatment facilities, who have a psychological
diagnosis, or who are abused. They learn
trust from working with the horses. The
longest-running therapeutic and mental
health equine program in the Kansas City
area, HorsePower has been around for
about 20 years and continues to grow.
“I tried family law,” Blakely says. “I
worked for the State of Missouri doing
child support enforcement. I clerked for
one year in domestic relations. When I
got into employment law, I realized this
is for me. The feeling of representing the
underdog and achieving justice for victims
of discrimination and harassment in the
workplace is rewarding.”

Kristi Burmeister
PEAK Litigation

“F

rom my early childhood, I loudly
advocated for myself,” says Kristi
Burmeister. “How else do you
get heard as a child in a one-room schoolhouse or in a household with triplets?” She
is one of those triplets, by the way.
When she was growing up on a farm in
Nebraska, Burmeister recalls people telling
her that she should be an attorney. The
idea stuck with her. After earning a B.A.
from the University of Nebraska, she went
on to earn her J.D. from the University of
Missouri-Kansas City.
In her civil litigation career, she has
handled every kind of case — from “slipand-fall” cases to contract disputes. Now,
her focus is commercial litigation.
Beginning her career as an associate
and later a partner in a large law firm,
Burmeister spent most of her time working as national counsel for a Fortune 100
company dedicated to providing life-saving products and services. She had the
opportunity to litigate all over the country
and to learn from some of the country’s
best attorneys.
In 2018, she founded her own firm,
PEAK Litigation. This is a general practice
law firm in Kansas City, focused on civil
defense litigation.
One of her most memorable cases was a
plaintiff ’s case in which she served as lead
trial counsel working with an all-female
trial team. Although Burmeister typically handles defense cases, this time she
represented the plaintiff. They secured a

favorable jury verdict for her client following a week-long trial in Kansas. The jury
awarded her client just under $500,000,
after finding that the defendants wrongfully took annuity proceeds belonging to her
client.
In January 2021, Burmeister second-chaired a three-week virtual trial in
Pennsylvania. The case involved a commercial dispute between two large companies, and the plaintiff sought more than
$100 million in damages from her client.
This was a bench trial, and she received a
defense verdict.
She still remembers the first time she
first-chaired a trial. She was still an associate in the firm at the time. It was a slipand-fall case in New Jersey. The plaintiff
claimed she was permanently disabled as
a result of this fall. Burmeister worked up
the case and handled the two-week trial.
The result was a defense verdict.
“I have handled straight-forward
slip-and-fall cases as well as multi-million-dollar contract disputes,” Burmeister
says. “I have resolved high-stakes, business-to-business litigation. No matter the
case or the issues, clients are best served
by a lawyer who thinks strategically and
practically. A ‘win’ is not truly a win if the
client’s legal fees are unreasonable or if
there is a lack of alignment between the
client and attorney. I am always mindful
of the value attorneys need to bring to any
dispute.”
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Lauren Collins

A

s a new attorney, Lauren Collins
tried three jury trials in 10 days
while at the City of St. Louis Circuit
Attorney’s office. She was the only misdemeanor attorney who had ever done that.
Knowing she has that in her is still a good
feeling.
As a prosecutor interactaing with the
public, Collins appreciated being a face
that looked like so many other people who
came there. She is certain this helped her
communicate and relate more effectively
with her clients.
Following that position, she worked
for two law firms. Her legal experience
includes complex and toxic tort litigation,
as well as defending physicians and medical professionals in medical malpractice
actions.
“Most people of color don’t know an attorney personally,” Collins says. “For many
people, having a lawyer is unaffordable or
unattainable. When they feel like they have
nowhere to turn, I like being someone they
call on for help. I will take time to answer
their questions.”
In 2021, Collins joined the in-house
litigation department for The Automobile Club of Missouri, handling litigation
regarding insurance claims. She enjoys the
different legal issues and questions that
come across her desk each week. “One day,
I’m dealing with a homeowner’s insurance

Kraft, Bischoff, Buckley & Collins
policy,” she says. “The next day, it’s a third
party subpoena from a car accident that
happened in Louisiana. Some days, I get
into trial mode and go to court to advocate
for my client.”
In addition, she serves as chairperson
of the Young Lawyers Division of The Bar
Association of Metropolitan St. Louis and
as chair of the Young Lawyers Section of
The Missouri Bar. She is also proud of her
work in diversity and inclusion at the state
and local levels.
“During this pandemic, young attorneys especially are struggling with working
from home and dealing with child care
issues, while still having to meet all their
professional requirements,” she says. “I
take the time to reach out individually to
my executive board. I want to let them
know I am here for them and find out how
I can help them.”
Collins also teaches cannabis law —
in person and wearing a mask — at the
Saint Louis University School of Law. Her
previous experience in starting a cannabis
practice prepared her well for this assignment. “This was a very new area of law at
the time we started the practice,” she says.
“Medical marijuana had just been legalized. My firm backed me to do that, and I
organized a team of lawyers to handle the
cases. My cannabis practice was a bright
spot in my career.”

Annette Griggs
Griggs Injury Law

“A

real leader is a servant to others,” says Annette Griggs. As an
attorney, she exemplifies this
every day in her practice as well as in her
professional and community activities.
Griggs began her career in the law as a
paralegal. Later, she earned her undergraduate degree from the University of Missouri-Kansas City. When her daughter was
three months old, she began her studies at
UMKC School of Law. Her daughter was
three years old when she received her J.D.
“Right out of law school, I started my
own practice,” Griggs says. “I had the
paralegal experience, and I always knew I
wanted to do personal injury cases. That
was 20 years ago.”
Today, Griggs is passionate about
representing people with traumatic brain
injuries. She recalls one case in which
the client had already gone through three
attorneys before she came to Griggs Injury
Law. “That’s typically a red flag,” Griggs
says. “Often it’s because the person’s injuries are misunderstood. They are angry
because they’re different than they were
before and can’t get back to where they
were.”
Griggs took on this case. She admits
that she had to think outside the box a
lot to handle it. She took extra time to
go to the client for their meetings. In the
end, she got a life-changing result for this
client.
Appointed by the Governor of Missou-

ri and confirmed by the Missouri Senate,
Griggs is a voting member of the Brain
Injury Advisory Council for the State of
Missouri. She is also a board member of
the Brain Injury Association of Missouri
and a member of the Board of Governors
with the Missouri Association of Trial
Attorneys.
In addition, Griggs serves as a volunteer attorney with Legal Aid of Western
Missouri and also does pro bono work.
She serves as a mentor for younger female
attorneys in the Denise Henning Connections Program with the Association for
Women Lawyers Foundation.
One of Griggs’s most memorable career
successes came in 2016 when she represented a woman whose husband was shot
and killed by her adult daughter. “Other
attorneys had turned down this case,” she
recalls. “I took it because I really connected with the client.”
The Brady Center to Prevent Gun
Violence partnered with Griggs and her
client on this case, which ultimately went
to the Missouri Supreme Court. The result
was favorable for the client. They also were
able to get the tort of negligent entrustment broadened to include a cause of action against gun shops who knowingly sell
guns to dangerously ill persons. “This case
made a positive difference in Missouri,”
she says. “Attorneys and courts have used
it in other states also.”
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Brenda Hamilton
Seigfreid Bingham

W

hen Brenda Hamilton was 16
years old, she began learning
how the law works to get things

done.
“A friend of mine was killed in a car accident on a very narrow, old bridge,” Hamilton recalls. “I remember thinking, ‘Why
is this bridge allowed to be this way? Why
hasn’t something been done about it?’”
She reached out to her then Missouri
State Senator Richard Webster, who helped
her get in touch with the right people at
the Missouri Department of Transportation. She attended city council meetings
and made presentations about what needed
to be done to get that bridge repaired.
A year later, she attended a committee
hearing at the State Capitol. The result
was funding for the bypass that now goes
around her hometown of Carthage.
“Senator Webster encouraged me to go
to law school,” Hamilton says. “I already
knew I wanted help others and make a difference in the world.” She received her J.D.
from the University of Missouri-Columbia.
“I’ve always been a bit of an entrepreneur,” Hamilton says. “Having my
own business was important to me from
a young age. In high school, a friend
and I opened our own balloon delivery
business.” For 20 years, she lived her law
school dream of having her own firm as
the managing/founding shareholder with
Shank & Hamilton, PC.
In her current career position, Hamilton represents businesses of all sizes in
courts across the nation in a wide variety
of complex commercial litigation. In state
and federal courts, she also has success-

fully handled many class action lawsuits
involving consumer fraud, employment
discrimination, and Fair Labor Standards
Act/wage and hour claims.
“In the litigation field, 97 percent of
cases settle, so civil litigation attorneys
aren’t in the courtroom every day,” she
says. “It’s thrilling to be in front of a jury
and cross-examine a witness. But many
victories are often winning a motion or
handling a Zoom court hearing or winning
an appeal. In our firm, we celebrate all of
our victories together.”
Hamilton also enjoys the challenge of
finding ways to keep women attorneys involved in the practice of law and help them
advance to leadership positions. Some of
the young female attorneys she mentored
are now shareholders in her firm, which is
rewarding for her.
“I didn’t have a lot of women partners
and women litigators to mentor me,” she
says. “I strive to be a woman who doesn’t
pull up the ladder behind me, but extends
it down and reaches down to help others
up.”
After adopting her daughter from China, Hamilton wanted to help other families
with international adoptions. She serves as
vice president and a board member with
Families Blessed with the World’s Children. This nonprofit focuses on supporting
and assisting families that are adopting,
have adopted or want to adopt internationally.
“My daughter’s exuberance and the drama of a middle schooler help take me away
from a bad day,” Hamilton says. “She helps
me put things in perspective.”
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Megan S. Heinsz
Dowd Bennett

“I

love going to trial,” says Megan
Heinsz. “Then I’m finally at the
time when we put our case in front
of a jury to decide what happened. That’s
the culmination of what we work for.”
When she started law school at the
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill,
Heinsz wasn’t sure she wanted to be a
lawyer. “My father was a law school dean,”
she says, “but he never pushed me to go
to law school. He encouraged me to take
the LSAT. I got my J.D. But when I did my
clerkships and saw how the courts actually
work, I decided I wanted to be a litigator.”
Today, Heinsz is an established litigator
with a reputation for being an essential
contributor in high-stakes litigation on behalf of her firm’s clients. She represents and
defends corporate and individual clients
at the state, federal, district and appellate
levels, and in arbitration. Her national
practice takes her to courtrooms throughout the United States — regularly in federal
district courts in Missouri, Massachusetts,
Texas, Tennessee, Illinois, Kansas, Georgia
and North Dakota, as well as multiple state
courts.
In her practice, she defends multinational corporations in allegations ranging
from exposure to hazardous toxins and
trade secret violations, to gender discrimination and FCA violations. Her corporate
clients include global entities in the oil and
gas, beverage, electric power and health
care industries
“I’m also back room, helping get everything ready to be presented during trial,”
Heinsz says. “I’m responsible for all of the
electronic presentation of demonstrative

exhibits. During my career, we’ve moved
from paper documents on the ELMO
overhead projector and flipping pages of
hard copy transcripts at trial to now doing
everything electronically.”
Heinsz recently completed an in-person jury trial for a product liability case in
North Dakota. All the hearings, oral arguments and depositions were done virtually.
Reflecting on her career, Heinsz is
proud of her team’s success in 2015 when
they attained the largest reported verdict in
the history of the St. Louis County Circuit
Court. The jury ordered Wells Fargo to
repay $45.7 million to the Barbara Burton
Morriss Revocable Trust and pay Mrs.
Morriss $32.1 million in punitive damages.
In 2014, she was part of the team that
obtained a total defense verdict in a highly
publicized gender discrimination lawsuit,
Katz v. Anheuser-Busch. Heinsz says, “In
assisting my clients, I work to help them
continue to have faith in our jury system.”
As a founding member of her firm and
the first lawyer the firm hired, Heinsz
works hard to ensure that women are
well-represented in the legal field. “I mentor young women in our summer intern
positions,” she says. “I advise young women
associates about their career path. I help
them find their areas of interest and assist
our firm in accommodating them.”
Heinsz understands the importance
of work-life balance. An avid runner
and swimmer, she recently achieved the
Swimmer of the Year honor at the Missouri Athletic Club in St. Louis. She is also
a member of the St. Louis Library Board
Foundation.

Congratulations,
Lauren Williams

2021 WOMEN’S JUSTICE AWARD WINNER
Lauren is an equity partner, team leader, and trailblazer
at SWMW Law. As head of the asbestos bankruptcy
trust department in our mesothelioma and lung cancer
practice, her work behind the scenes is instrumental to
our success. Her dedication to our clients both in and
out of the courtroom is unparalleled, and she has done
it all while mentoring other female paralegals, staff, and
attorneys and helping them to rise through the ranks in
her footsteps. We are proud to have her on our team.
PRACTICE AREAS:
Mesothelioma

Consumer Litigation

Asbestos Lung Cancer

Personal Injury

Drugs & Medical Devices

701 MARKET STREET, SUITE 1000 ST. LOUIS, MO 63101

888.422.8877

info@SWMWLAW.com

SWMWLAW.com
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Susan Herold

Rynearson, Suess, Schnurbusch & Champion

H

er father was an attorney in St.
Louis, but Susan Herold didn’t
plan to be an attorney. In fact,
when she was a teenager, she found working for him in his law office extremely
boring.
All that changed when she entered
the University of Missouri-Columbia and
found herself gravitating toward the law as
a career. After earning her B.A., she went
on to earn her J.D. from Northwestern
University School of Law.
“When I started my career, I was very
fortunate to work for and with what many
might consider old school, traditional
attorneys,” Herold says. “They were very
professional, took their responsibilities seriously and took the role of ethics seriously. They instilled in me and other younger
attorneys the importance of professionalism and respect for our court system and
our fellow attorneys.”
Today, Herold’s practice includes civil
litigation, complex litigation, premises
liability, restaurant and retail liability, and
automobile liability cases. She has defended and prosecuted cases involving many
types of civil laws, including automobile
accidents, product liability claims, slip and
falls, and trucking accident claims.
One of her most memorable cases
spanned 11 years and went all the way to
the Missouri Supreme Court. She represented the defendant in an auto accident
case and tried it in St. Louis. During the
trial, her team entered some photos into
evidence, and the plaintiff ’s attorneys
moved to exclude the photos. The court
allowed the photos.

“The jury returned what we thought
was a fair verdict for the plaintiff,” Herold
says. “The plaintiff appealed on the basis
of those photos that were allowed into
evidence. The Court of Appeals found that
the photos should not have been admitted.
We appealed to the Supreme Court, and
the court ruled to admit the photos. This
was important because the ruling set a
precedent for when vehicle photos would
be admissible without expert testimony.”
In another memorable case, Herold
defended the estate of a young woman
killed in a train crossing accident. “The
woman was pregnant at the time, and the
defendants cross-claimed her estate for
the death of the unborn child,” Herold
says. “This was a very sad case but a very
important public policy case. If they had
been allowed that claim, it would have
set up a situation where an unborn child
could have a case against the mother in
a personal injury case. That would have
opened up a whole area of the law that the
courts hadn’t allowed to be open. I’m glad
we were successful on that claim.”
Finding balance in her life is important
to Herold. As a parent, she prioritizes her
family time. As a dog lover, she enjoys her
volunteer work at a local dog rescue shelter. As an attorney, she strives to make sure
she and her firm are serving their clients’
needs. As a partner in her firm, she is also
responsible for supervising associates. As
a leader, she heads up her firm’s in-house
continuing legal education program and
schedules in-house seminars for attorneys.
You may also hear her as a guest host on
terrestrial talk radio.

Meghan Lewis
Sandberg Phoenix

M

eghan Lewis graduated from the
University of Missouri School
of Law at the height of the Great
Recession. She’s now a shareholder and
managing attorney at Sandberg Phoenix’s
Kansas City office. But she says that her
career looked uncertain upon graduation,
even after serving on the editorial board of
the Missouri Law Review and working as a
research assistant.
“Now, I genuinely enjoy my work, and
I’m helping to inspire younger generations
to pursue their career goals,” Lewis says.
Lewis mentors first- and second-year
associates at the firm. She is also active
with the Griffiths Leadership Society
of the Mizzou Alumni Association, and
serves as a mentor to undergraduate women.
“Formal and informal mentorship is
a critical aspect for well-prepared and
ethical lawyers,” she says. “I want to help
retain and promote underrepresented
groups in our profession. All of us must
work together to ensure a fair and just
legal system.”
As a shareholder and the managing
attorney of the firm’s Kansas City office,
Lewis balances her work as a civil litigator
and appellate attorney with her firm leadership responsibilities.
Her legal practice is in the areas of
insurance coverage and bad faith, business
litigation, personal injury defense and
appellate advocacy. She has significant ex-

perience in handling complex contractual
disputes, business torts, professional liability and product liability issues. Her colleagues regard her as a valuable resource in
legal research, analysis and writing. These
key skills enable her to represent clients in
all phases of litigation, including appeals.
Lewis joined Sandberg Phoenix seven
years ago, just as the Kansas City office
was beginning to grow. The firm employs
more than 150 attorneys across six offices
in Missouri and Illinois. Its focus on
growth with a commitment to talent and
diversity continues.
Lewis runs an office of 15 staff members and 14 attorneys. She manages the
budget, develops the strategic vision, and
drives local business development efforts.
She also helped guide the office through
a global pandemic by keeping morale up
and assisting with the work-from-home
transition. When a colleague passed away
unexpectedly this year, she provided the
support and guidance for her team during
a difficult time.
“Seeing the growth in our office and
the camaraderie that we’ve built is rewarding for me,” Lewis says. “The trajectory
we’re on is really exciting.”
In her leisure time, Lewis chairs the
Municipal Art Commission of the City of
Kansas City, Missouri, and is a member of
the Junior League of Kansas City, Missouri. She is also the mother of two “very busy
toddlers.”
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Susan Brown Miles
S

usan Brown Miles has seen justice
from many perspectives. Civil and
criminal law. Statewide and on an
individual level. Private practice and public
service. “The common thread,” she says, “is
making sure all parties have a chance to be
heard.”
As a Thurgood Marshall Scholar, Miles
earned her J.D. from the University of
Missouri School of Law. There are no
other lawyers in her family, and she had no
female lawyers as role models or mentors.
“I remember watching ‘Law and Order’ and
other legal dramas on TV,” she says. “Those
lawyers were fascinating and always had
something interesting to work on. I could
see myself in the lawyer roles.”
In her career as a lawyer, Miles has
served as Assistant Attorney General for
the State of Missouri, Assistant Circuit
Attorney for the City of St. Louis, and handled worker’s compensation cases at a large
St. Louis firm.
Currently, she is a senior associate and
civil litigation attorney. She handles insurance defense, general liability, subrogation,
workers’ compensation, personal injury,
premises liability and product liability
cases. She also has appellate and trial experience.
“I’ve helped crime victims through the
process of navigating the justice system
and making sure their voice was heard,”
Miles says. “When children or young peo-

Evans & Dixon

ple are involved, I have a bit more satisfaction in knowing that I helped them in some
way.”
Miles recalls a case in which her elderly
clients had been sued. It was their first
time dealing with a lawsuit. She was able to
settle the case without too much disruption
to their lives. “I still remember how grateful they were,” she says. “When a client
takes the time to say thank you, I know I
did what I was supposed to do.”
The youngest of eight children, Miles
has a heart for helping children in her
community. She volunteers with Motion
for Kids and is a board Member of Youth in
Action, which is a community service organization based in Kirkwood, Missouri.
She is also a member of the 2021-2022
St. Louis Business Diversity Initiative Fellowship Program. In her firm, she assists
with marketing events and charity events,
and is a presenter at their annual seminar.
“Leadership is about more than being
the wizard behind the curtain who gives
directions but doesn’t do the work,” Miles
says. “I lead best when I’m showing up and
contributing.”
She adds, “I’m proud to be a lawyer, especially a Black female lawyer. It’s important for minority females to see someone
who looks like them and is doing something they might want to do. They need
that extra push to succeed.”

Nichelle Oxley

Humphrey, Farrington & McClain

N

ichelle Oxley is now a shareholder
and personal injury litigator at
Humphrey, Farrington & McClain.
It’s the same firm where she used to clerk.
“I didn’t want to be a litigator,” says
Nichelle Oxley. “The very first day of my
clerkship, I was bitten by the litigation
bug. I went home saying that I had to be a
trial attorney.”
Oxley handles products liability, chemical exposure, wrongful death, medical
malpractice, nursing home negligence,
motor vehicle accidents, trucking law and
pharmaceutical liability cases. She has
authored appellate briefs in the Missouri
District Courts and in the United States
Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit.
“Our firm tries more cases than many
firms in the nation,” she says. “I found
what I want, and I’m holding on to this.”
Early in her career, her firm teamed up
with two other Kansas City plaintiff firms
to try a breach of contract case in New
York City.
“Everything was very exciting in downtown Manhattan,” she said. “I got to see
how different law firms work and collaborate together to get a result. I stayed up
all night, every night for two weeks. That
was valuable trial experience, and I learned
from some of the best litigators.
During her first time in New York, the
team received a verdict for $60 million.
In her first case to first chair, Oxley
“handled everything from beginning to
end.” Her client had a criminal record from
20 years prior to his injury. The defense re-

fused to offer him a dime and thought the
jury wouldn’t give him anything, since he
had less than $15,000 in medical expenses.
“At trial, the defense tried to paint him
as a bad person,” she says. “The jury saw
that he wasn’t. It was rewarding to be able
to go to bat for him.”
They received a $235,000 verdict.
“Our firm takes cases that others don’t
want,” Oxley says. “Just because a case
isn’t presented to us wrapped up with a
bow doesn’t mean we should turn it down.
Those people need representation also. We
take them across the finish line when other
firms don’t want to touch them.”
“I’m the person in the office who helps
with every trial I can,” she adds. “Often
when I go into the courtroom, I’m the only
woman there.”
Oxley thrives on encouraging other
female lawyers and serves as a mentor
through the Association of Women Lawyers of Greater Kansas City. Four years
ago, when she attended a CLE for female
litigators, she met several young female
Kansas City plaintiff attorneys there.
She later contacted them and started
a monthly gathering where they talk and
share. They also use an email chain to help
one another with cases. Since they began
gathering, several have gotten married,
had children and become partners in their
firms.
“I remain hopeful for the future of
women in the legal profession,” she says.
“We need more women in the courtroom.”
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Rachel Riso

Ellis Ellis Hammons & Johnson

R

achel Riso is from a family of attorneys. During her senior year of
high school, Riso watched her father
litigate a murder trial.
“I really wanted to be a criminal prosecutor,” she says. “I never did it, but that’s
what got me started in the legal profession.”
As a child, she put new pocket parts
into the books in her father’s office library.
Later, she helped with the filing. She saw
her father balance a career as a part-time
county attorney with a part-time civil law
practice.
After graduating from the University
of Northern Iowa with a B.A. in Communication, Riso earned her J.D. from the
University of Kansas School of Law. She
was also a member of the National Moot
Court Team in law school.
Family law, specifically divorce cases,
was her entry point into the legal profession.
“I found out that I really disliked divorce work,” she says. “I had the opportunity to move to Springfield, Missouri, and
be closer to my family. That’s when I got
into insurance defense work.”
Today, Riso handles labor and employment law, employment litigation and
insurance defense cases at EEHJ Attorneys
at Law. She was a board member of the
Missouri Organization of Defense Lawyers
from 2014 to 2021. In her community, she
serves on the executive board and board of

directors with Safe and Sober Inc., an organization that helps children understand
the dangers of drinking and drug use.
In summer 2021, Riso had the opportunity to try one of her cases in an in-person
jury trial. Her client was 20 years old when
the accident happened.
“At trial, she was very nervous,” she
says. “I was able to reassure her and get
her through it. We had a successful outcome, too. With insurance defense, I’m
working with people instead of companies.
They appreciate some hand-holding, and
I like doing that for them. That’s what
makes it worthwhile to be a lawyer.”
One of Riso’s most memorable cases
involved a young woman forever changed
by a motorcycle accident. She suffered
head trauma and lost mental capacity. Her
mother became her caretaker.
“Through the process of representing
this client, I came to care for the entire
family,” Riso says. “I led them through a
five-year settlement process, which was
truly rewarding.”
She says demonstrating role model behavior to younger attorneys is one way she
tries to help improve the profession.
“My dad always stressed to me how
hard it is to practice law,” she adds. “As
attorneys, we get emotionally involved in
our cases. I demonstrate to younger attorneys how to be professional, how I expect
to be treated and how I treat others. That
helps improve our profession overall.”

Congratulations
2021 Women’s Justice Awards Winner

Congratulations to L. Annette Griggs on being
recognized with the Litigation Practitioner Award.

www.griggsinjurylaw.com
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Camille Roe
A

Jackson Lewis

fter the George Floyd and Breonna
Taylor tragedies, Camille Roe was
invited to join The Missouri Bar’s
Special Committee on Lawyers of Color.
“In this time of a pandemic and civil
unrest across our nation,” she says, “we
now have some much-needed initiatives to
help with diversity and inclusion issues for
practicing law in Missouri.”
Even as a child, Roe wanted to be an
attorney.
“I got derailed from that path because I
didn’t know any attorneys who looked like
me,” she says. “Then in college, I saw Black
attorneys practicing law. I realized I could
do that.”
As a single parent, Roe graduated from
law school and started practicing law when
her daughter was 10. Now, her daughter is
19 and a college student.
“I am a role model and source of representation for my daughter,” she says. “I do
my best to show her what she can achieve.
She can see someone within her sphere
who is actually succeeding.”
Roe is the first person in her family to
earn a J.D. and practice law.
Today, she handles employment litigation, including both state and federal
claims, and mediation at JacksonLewis.
Her trial experience includes numerous
labor and employment matters, as well as
lawsuits by private parties and by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC). She has handled cases involving
claims of race, age, disability and sex discrimination, as well as sexual harassment

and retaliatory discharge.
Roe recalls the first time she went to
trial and got a verdict in her client’s favor.
“I wasn’t just sitting at the table,” she
says. “I was in the thick of things. I got
to do the closing argument. As a junior
attorney at the time, I was honored that
lead counsel trusted me to be the last word
to the jury.”
Two years into her career, she had her
first win on a summary judgment motion.
“That was a super stressful situation,”
she says. “I worked really, really hard and
put in a lot of hours to make sure the motion was what it needed to be so my client
could walk away from the case.”
The case was appealed to the federal
appeals court, and she won again.
Recently, Roe facilitated the CLE, “Improving Allyship in 2021: A Conversation
on Promoting Anti-Racism in the Legal
Profession,” as a joint effort between the
Association of Women Lawyers and the
Black Female Attorneys Network. This CLE
addressed the barriers that female attorneys of color encounter in the workplace,
and how allies can work to remove those
barriers.
As a Black woman in this profession,
Roe has learned that representation matters.
“2020 helped me see a lot of things
clearly and gave me a clear push into 2021,”
she says. “I want to see everyone represented in the legal community. I’m taking the
steps I can take to make that an eventual
reality.”
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Brandy Simpson
Baker Sterchi Cowden & Rice

B

randy Simpson is proud of making
it. After her father passed away in
March 2020. After her children’s
school shut down that same month. After
she and her husband had to work from
home. She is proud that she made it and is
still pursuing the career she loves.
In 2021, she made partner in her firm.
Simpson’s civil litigation practice at
Baker Sterchi Cowden & Rice includes
medical malpractice defense. She has extensive experience representing physicians,
hospitals, nursing homes and insurance
companies. She has also defended premises liability, personal injury and products
liability matters.
“I’m passionate about helping medical
providers because they do great work and
provide a great service,” she says. “We’re all
human. I advocate for them and represent
them to the best of my ability. I want to
make sure that they are heard and that we
are protecting their interests as well.”
Simpson enjoys handling complex legal
matters and meeting with individuals
involved at all levels. Putting all the pieces
together and getting everyone on the same
page about what actually happened is
rewarding for her.
In a recent case, she talked by phone
with a former resident physician who had
been at one of her client hospitals.
“He was so nervous,” she recalls. “Later,
he called me back and thanked me for
talking him through the process so well. I
appreciate when people are appreciative of
the work we do on their behalf.”
Even when it’s uncomfortable, Simpson

uses her voice to advocate for others or for
positions she feels strongly about.
“I want to let people know they are
supported,” she says. “In my practice and
in my life, I do my best to be a good listener and hear different perspectives and
grievances.”
As a leader, Simpson is the Women’s
Affinity Group Liaison to the firm’s Diversity Committee in its St. Louis and Belleville offices. She organized the firm’s first
Women in the Law CLE in 2019 and the
first Women’s History Month “Women You
Should Know” webinar program series in
2021. She is a frequent author and speaker
on women’s issues.
“I make sure younger attorneys and
younger women know that each of us has a
different path to success,” she says. “I want
to make sure they feel heard and know that
it’s okay to ask for what they want or need.
Compensation, time off, accommodations,
whatever they need to practice law and
to do what they want to do outside of our
profession.”
Once a soccer player, Simpson is now
a volunteer coach for the YWCA’s Kindergarten soccer program. She also serves as a
YWCA Young Ambassador. She says women shouldn’t have to sacrifice themselves
for their career.
“I’ve participated in a lot of trials where
we’ve had successful results,” she says.
“Where I am now in my career, I get to do
the kind of work I like to do. And I didn’t
have to sacrifice my family, or my desire to
advocate for women and to help younger
attorneys. I call myself successful.”

Deme Sotiriou
Schultz & Myers

A

dapting is part of who Deme Sotiriou is — as an attorney and as a
person. Born in Singapore, she and
her family came to the United States when
she was 10 years old. Her father is from
Greece, and her mother is from Arkansas.
She and her brother are the only attorneys in the family. As she was graduating
from high school, her brother was just
finishing law school. When she interned at
a prosecuting attorney’s office, she decided
to go, too.
After earning bachelors’ degrees in
psychology and criminal justice from
Saint Louis University, she earned her J.D.
from Saint University School of Law. She
clerked for attorneys who specialized in
personal injury cases. She also worked as a
personal injury defense attorney and at an
insurance company focused on defending
tractor-trailer claims.
Sotiriou’s clients are people who have
been seriously injured, lost their jobs,
lost their hobbies, lost their loved ones.
People whose lives changed in an instant.
As a personal injury attorney, she handles
commercial motor vehicle, tractor-trailers
and other commercial motor vehicles, and
serious personal injury cases.
“I love representing people who can’t
fight for themselves,” she says. “I’m
honored to help them through a horrible
chapter in their lives. I’m proud of each
case I work on.”
Sotiriou consistently obtains top-notch

results for seriously injured people. While
some lawyers are afraid of the courtroom,
she is not. Whether fighting an hours-long
discovery dispute or deposing a corporate
representative, she stops at nothing to
obtain full justice for her clients. She routinely takes a “nice but firm” approach and
is widely respected by colleagues, judges
and clients.
“Each case is unique and important to
me,” she says. “Whether it involves a soft
tissue injury or a catastrophic injury. I
work to help my clients get their lives back
together and move forward. Seeing the
joy on my client’s face when we come to a
great resolution makes it all worthwhile.”
Outside the office and courtroom,
Sotiriou serves on the board for Annie’s
Hope, the center for grieving kids. This
nonprofit organization provides comprehensive support services — including
summer camps and family support groups
— for children, teens and their families
who are grieving a death.
Adapting is part of surviving, especially
during a pandemic. In her practice, Sotiriou went from traveling across the country
for depositions, to virtual depositions, to
in-person depositions again. She laments
not being able to meet with her clients in
person, but it doesn’t affect her ability to
come to their aid.
“I’m thankful to represent each of my
clients,” she says. “I will continue to do a
great job for them.”
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Brianne Thomas
B

Boyd Kenter Thomas & Parrish

rianne Thomas juggles being a mom
of four small children with the challenges of her law career. In numerous
professional instances, she has been called
the “little girl.” She overcomes this stigma
by winning: Winning trials, winning arguments, and winning over judges.
“Every woman lawyer has those stories,”
Thomas says. “Male attorneys who won’t
look at you when you talk. Who think
you’re the court reporter. Who are uncomfortable trying a case against a woman.”
A seasoned litigator, she specializes in
personal injury and workers’ compensation
cases.
Thomas was the first person in her
family to go to college and also to go to
law school. In fact, she’d never been out of
Missouri until she went to college at the
University of Arizona, where she earned a
B.S. in Management Information Systems.
She returned to Missouri for law school
and earned her J.D. from the University of
Missouri-Kansas City School of Law.
She has been with her firm since her
days as a law clerk and is now the managing partner.
“My partners treat me as an equal,”
she says. “I’ve had top-notch mentorship.
They threw me into the fire with litigation,
depositions, trials.”
Early in her career, she worked up a
jury trial. Four years after graduating and
joined the firm, they asked her to be partner at 29.
In 2012, Thomas received the David J.
Dixon Award for Excellence in Appellate
Advocacy from the Missouri Bar Foundation. This honor is especially important

to her because Missouri Court of Appeals
Western District judges nominated her to
receive it. These are the same judges who
heard her argue cases, and they acknowledged her as the best.
A very small percentage of trial attorneys are women. One reason is the demands of trial work for women who still
have children at home.
“I’m starting a jury trial soon,” Thomas
says. “I won’t see my kids for those two
weeks. The tension between work and
home is difficult. But I do what I need
to do. A trial doesn’t happen every week.
When I have to be away, I hope my family
will forgive me because of what happens
the other weeks of the year.”
Thomas volunteers for Jackson County Court Appointed Special Advocates
(CASA), which represents abused and
neglected children in court. She is also a
member of the board of directors for the
Rainbow Center, a nonprofit organization
that serves adults and children with developmental disabilities.
She calls on the memories of her
family when she works with her clients.
Her grandmother grew up in foster care
before she was adopted. And her other
grandmother married at 16 and had eight
children, including identical triplets when
she was 40.
“They persevered and held their head
high,” she says. “That’s what my clients
have to do, too. They have to persevere through life-changing injuries and
life-changing deaths in the family. As an
attorney, I can help them move forward
with their lives.”

Megan R. Stumph-Turner
Baker Sterchi Cowden & Rice

S

he was the first person in her family to graduate from college. Today,
Megan Stumph-Turner is a partner in
a law firm that represents some of the most
recognized business names in important
cases across the country.
Stumph-Turner earned an undergraduate degree in political science from
William Jewell College. She went on to
receive her J.D. from the University of
Missouri-Columbia Law School. While
in law school, she competed in Board of
Advocates events for trial advocacy and
volunteered at the Family Violence Clinic
by providing services to victims of domestic violence.
Whether her client is an individual
pro bono client or a large corporation,
Stumph-Turner is committed to treating all
clients the way she would want to be treated as a client. She enjoys the rewarding
feeling of reaching a favorable settlement
for her clients.
“I prepare each case as if we’re going to
trial,” she says. “I use that preparation to
leverage a favorable settlement.”
Stumph-Turner will always remember
her first jury trial. Before, she had bench
trial experience only before they placed
her on an automobile accident case.
“We put in so much time, preparation
and hard work on it,” she says. “Going into
the closing argument, I felt very prepared.
That was an amazing feeling. I still remember the adrenaline rush of trying the case
and the successful outcome.”
Currently, her practice areas include
civil litigation, creditors’ rights, financial
services, real estate, construction and
commercial litigation. A popular panelist
speaker at financial services legal confer-

ences, she also provides onsite training
services concerning both state-specific
and nationwide legal trends affecting the
financial services industry.
Stumph-Turner is the editor and lead
contributor for her firm’s Financial Services Law Blog, providing guidance and
breaking news to banks and other financial
institutions across the country. She also
mentors female associates and is involved
with recruiting efforts in Kansas City.
“I enjoy helping young attorneys in our
firm learn new litigation skills, networking
and how to build their own relationships,”
she says. “I like being someone the associates trust to come to with an issue or a
problem.”
Stumph-Turner is active in the Volunteer Attorney Project (VAP), providing pro
bono services in civil cases to those with
little or no income. She also volunteers
with Lead to Read KC, mentoring young
students through one-on-one reading
sessions. She serves as a mentor in the
William Jewell Alumni Career Mentoring
Program. She also co-chairs the 2021 and
2022 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society Man
& Woman of the Year Campaign.
For the past four years, she has served
as co-chair of the Inn of Court Outreach
Committee, helping to organize a special
prom for special needs students in Wyandotte County.
An avid Kansas City Chiefs fan,
Stumph-Turner was one of the team’s
cheerleaders while she was in college.
“I’m always there to cheer them on,” she
says.
She added that she was there in Miami
when the Chiefs won the 2020 NFL championship.
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Lindsey M. VanFleet
Law Offices of Buccero & VanFleet

L

indsey VanFleet recalls appealing a
child abuse and neglect case in which
a father was determined to be the
perpetrator of abuse of his own child. She
successfully proved that the child had been
coached and that the father, in fact, did
not abuse the child.
“My career successes come from the joy
and relief in the safety of a child or resolution of a case that has helped a family live
successfully and healthily separate,” she
says.
When she was a teenager, VanFleet
realized she wanted to be an attorney with
a family law practice. She earned her B.S.
in Sociology from the University of Missouri-Kansas City (UMKC) with the goal
of learning more about relationships and
human interactions to help prepare her to
be a strong advocate for others.
She expedited her education by utilizing UMKC’s 90+ Program. She completed
her fourth year of undergraduate studies
as her first year of law school at UMKC
School of Law, where she earned her J.D.
When she started law school, she had
an 8-month-old baby. And she spent her
final two years in law school as a student
attorney practicing family law in the Child
and Family Services Clinic. She clerked
for two different law firms, and interned
for Commissioner Sherrill L. Rosen in the
16th Circuit Court of Missouri.
After law school, VanFleet obtained an

associate position with solo practitioner
Larry Buccero. They have continued to
work together since that time, and she was
made a partner in January 2019 in their
firm, the Law Offices of Buccero and VanFleet. Her family law and criminal defense
practice serves the Kansas City metropolitan area. She is also a certified guardian ad
litem and a mediator.
“My practice is focused on litigation,”
VanFleet says. “Most commonly, cases are
settled during the trial preparation phase,
at times the night before or morning of
trial.”
She says the number of trials she’s
conducted has increased during the pandemic, but faith and family come first in
VanFleet’s life. She and her husband of 10
years are the parents of three children.
In her work, she is passionate about
helping families, children and her clients
by easing their stress, finding healthy and
long-term solutions, and navigating the
litigation with the least pain possible.
“There are no winners or losers in the
cases I handle,” VanFleet says. “There are
a lot of issues to resolve. My goals are that
my clients won’t ever have to come back
to court and that everyone is doing well.
Going to a client and letting them know
that we were able to resolve their concerns
is a win for me. The client’s appreciation is
a huge win.”

Lauren Williams
SWMW Law

“T

here is no cure for mesothelioma,” says Lauren Williams. “A
lot of my clients die. I am very
passionate about making sure that they get
their say against large corporations.”
Williams was the first associate and is
now the first female partner at SWMW
Law, one of the top law firms in the country focusing on asbestos litigation. Her
grandfather was a lawyer, but he didn’t live
long enough to see her become one.
She leads a team that seeks recovery from companies who manufactured,
supplied and distributed asbestos-containing products, but who have petitioned
for bankruptcy. Her goal is to maximize
recovery from asbestos manufacturers’
bankruptcy trust finds for clients. She also
coordinates efforts with co-counsel to
investigate and resolve potential liens that
may be attached to her clients’ settlements.
In addition, she is routinely called
upon to testify during Missouri legislative
sessions against proposed legislation that
would be detrimental to clients’ interests.
She speaks at conferences and seminars on
asbestos bankruptcy trusts. She has given
lectures to peers and members of the Bar
on public and private lienholder resolution to maximize her clients’ settlement
recoveries.
One of Williams’ passions is making
sure that secondary exposure is recognized
as a claim in asbestos cases.
“Secondary exposure claims are often
valued less than the direct occupational
exposure claims,” she says. “I want everyone to be treated equally regardless of the
type of exposure.”
All lawyers face challenging days and

challenging issues. What makes a difference for Williams is receiving a note from
a client who is sick and dying.
“Hearing that I’ve helped them and
their family means a lot to me,” she says.
“Knowing that our efforts to make them
feel at ease among all of the medical,
financial and end-0f-life decisions they’re
facing puts everything into perspective for
me.”
Williams appreciates the opportunity
to be a leader in her firm. Her desire is
for her firm to be successful while seeking
justice for their clients.
“Building our team at SWMW Law is
rewarding for me,” she says. “We create
this dedicated team to help our clients every day. I’m helping to steer our path and
our practice.”
This year, one of her greatest professional accomplishments is navigating the
logistics of managing a team of lawyers
and support staff when they can’t all be
physically present in the office, while
continuing to serve their clients in the best
ways possible. She has a new appreciation
for the traditional ways of collaboration.
Williams and other members of her
firm are involved in several volunteer
efforts in the Greater St. Louis community,
including Motion for Kids for foster children and Arch City Defenders.
“I am proud to be a member of an
inclusive law firm and to work with collaborative partners,” she said. “They have
positively impacted the trajectory of my
career. I look forward to continuing our
work to secure our clients the justice they
deserve.”
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2020
Woman of the Year
Lyrissa Lidsky

Corporate

Jami L. Boyles
Leslie A. Greathouse
Leilani R. Leighton
Debbie Rush
Sara Yang Bosco
Jamie Zveitel Kwiatek

General Practitioner
Denise L. Childress
Cynthia Garnholz
Laura H. Kriebs
Linda McKinney

Litigation Practitioner
Maureen Brady
Robyn M. Butler
Martha Charepoo
Megan N. Creson
Athena M. Dickson
Kathryn L. Dudley
Julianne O’Bannon Germinder
Jennifer M. Hannah
Jessica R. Hill
Katie Hubbard
Kalila Jackson
Denyse L. Jones
Jessica Agnelly Krawcryk
Darlene Parrigon
Jill Presley
Laura C. Robinson
Jackie Olinger Rochelle
Juliane M. Rodriguez
Melissa Schopfer
Ida S. Shafaie
Rachel Stahle

Pro Bono

Danielle Atchison
Amanda E. Colvin
Aimee Riederer Gromowsky
Jennifer M. McAdam
Jacqueline Redmond
Victoria L. Smith

Public Service
Cecilia Abbott
Sandra Farragut-Hemphill
Ashley Garrett
Kara Hofman-Johnson
Sarah Kerner
Zoe W. Linza
Kathy Lloyd
Kelly J.H. Murrie
Rebecca L. Spencer
Stephanie Wan

Leaders of Tomorrow
Maysa Daoud
Carley Johansson
Fluffy Kilburn
Madison Wiegand-Brown

2019
Woman of the Year
Kimberly Jade Norwood

Corporate
Kara D. Larson
Mary E. Nelson
Jarica L. Oeltjen
Anna Selby
Sarah I. Wilson

General Practitioner
Susan Appelquist
Shanna Jacoby

Kathy K. Kranitz Sadoun
The late Kimberly B. McDermott Wulkopf
Jennifer R. Piper
Elaine A. Pudlowski
Randee Stemmons
Lisa O. Stump

Litigation Practitioner
Teresa D. Bartosiak
Liz Blackwell
Dedra Brock-Moore
Brandi L. Burke
Denise Drake
Michelle L. Corrigan Erikson
Nicole Fisher
Amy Collignon Gunn
Kersten Holzhueter
Jennifer S. Kingston
Katherine E. Myers
Sonni Fort Nolan
Jennifer Oswald Brown
Abby Risner
Cara Rose
Patricia Scaglia
Allison Schreiber Lee
Rachel E. Schwartz
Andrea A. Stanley
Kara T. Stubbs

Pro Bono

Amy E. Garrett
Gaylin Rich Carver
Shannon K. Gordon
Elizabeth S. Lenivy
Larissa M. Whittingham

Public Service
Kathleen E. Croker
Nasreen Esmail
Judge W. Ann Hansbrough
Suzanne M. Kissock
Commissioner Regi Martin
Vickie Mauck
Sara Parker Pauley
Judge Robin Ransom

Leaders of Tomorrow
Omobolanle Adeniran
Katie Killen
Auriel R. Kirkland
Rachel Mitchell

Amy Crouch
Jill Kanatzar
Greer S. Lang
Jessica L. Liss
Joan M. Lockwood
Tiffany McFarland
Mary Anne Mellow
Allison M. Murdock
Phyllis Norman-Komoroski
Jerina D. Phillips
Jo Anna Pollock
Nancy Price
Melissa Hoag Sherman
Julianne P. Story
Ashley Vaughan

Public Service
Monique D. Abby
Kelly C. Broniec
Deborah Daniels
Kimberly Fisher
Susan W. McGraugh
Thea A. Sherry
Patricia Sullivan
Karen C. Nelson Warren
Judith Westmoreland

Pro Bono

Diane Hook
Laura E. Krebs Al-Shathir
Jean Maneke
Jessica Martin
Cydney Mayfield
Angela Myers
Dawn M. Parsons

Litigation Practitioner
Kim Benjamin
Maureen O. Bryan
Carolyn Buschjost
Tricia Campbell
Nikki Cannezzaro

Carol Taylor Aiken
Judge Kathleen M. Hart
Judge Karen L. Krauser
Beth Phillips
Terry Daley Schwartze
Judge Calea Stovall-Reid

Public-Service
Practitioner
Cynthia J. Hyde
Cynthia L. Short
Holly Yoakum

Citizenship
Joyce Thomas Blades
Pat L. Simons
Latricia Scott Adams

Woman of the Year

Lischen Peso Gibson
Maureen Hanlon
Brandi Pikes
Abigail Williams

Judge Audrey G. Fleissig

Leaders of Tomorrow

2017

Eleanor C. Gourley
Tamar E. Hodges
Mari Katherine Webb
Mary Kate Bird

Woman of the Year

Legal Scholars

Patricia Breckenridge

Leaders of Tomorrow
Maikieta A. Brantley
Sarah Carthen Watson
Nicole J. Gudmens
Kaitlyn Adams Parker

Legal Scholars

Rising Star

General Practitioner

Public Officials

Leaders of Tomorrow

Woman of the Year

Courtney Hayes
Jessica Johns
Rebecca Kujawa
Janet Mark
Lynette McCloud
Mary Moorkamp
Randa Rawlins
Sally Terrace

J. Danielle Carr
Nancy M. Mellard
Debra Shantz Hart

2016

2018
Corporate

Enterprise

Amy Rebecca Johnson
Tara A. Nealey

Jessica W. Kennedy
Mary Kay Kisthardt
Antonia Alice Badway Miceli
Rigel C. Oliveri
Dr. Trina J. Scott

Dana Tippin Cutler

Emily J. Kembell
Ashley Norgard
Tamee V. Reese

Jacqueline Kutnik-Bauder
Geetha Rao Sant
Julie Cheslik
Melody Richardson Daily

Rising Star

Jessica Agnelly Krawczyk
Heather Bub
Jessica M. Mendez
Mara J. Lahnar
Anne-Marie Brockland
Stephanie Jean Bullard
Amanda M. Dumey
Ashley Hoover Schuette
Nicole Fisher

Laura A. Bentele
Jennifer Bukowsky
Luz Maria Henriquez
Amanda Pennington Ketchum
Ami Harshad Patel Miller
Sarah E. Mullen
Lori B. Rook
Erica B. Slater
Ashley Twibell
Stacey K. Wullschleger

Litigation Practitioner

Litigation Practitioner

Business Practitioner

Jamie L. Boyer
Marie Gockel
Sheena R. Hamilton
Bridget G. Hoy
Kimberly A. Jones
Andrea D. McNairy
Lisa G. Moore
Erica Mynarich
Laurel Stevenson

Business Practitioner
Andrea G. Bough
Evan Raskas Goldfarb
Hayley E. Hanson
Stephanie Hosler

Irene J. Marusic
Mary Bonacorsi
Debbie S. Champion
Donna Harper
Melanie Gurley Keeney
Patricia Shilling
Tammy J. Glick
Melanie S. Morgan
Sara G. Neill
Sara Stock
Pascale Henn

Enterprise

Julie A. Immer
Jenny Schwendemann
Sally L. Thieman

Public Officials
Judge Lisa Van Amburg
Annette Slack
Janette Bleau
Judge Becky J.W. Borthwick
Judge Lisa White Hardwick
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Public Service
Practitioner

Chloe R. Woods

Claudia K. Preuschoff

Citizenship

Enterprise

Katherine Wessling
Lara Webb Fors
Jane Pansing Brown

Amy A. Beechner McCarthy
Kimberly S. Bramlett
Beth T. Dessem

Citizenship

Legal Scholars

Karen S. Kalish
Kate Nolen Proffitt
Gail Smart
Tishaura Jones

2015
Woman of the Year
Virginia L. Fry

Leaders of Tomorrow
Claire Botnick
Taylor Jensen
Mary Hershewe
Elaine M. Smith
Kristen S. Johnson

Citizenship
Reena H. Carroll
Sister Anne Francioni
Susan K. Miller

Legal Scholars
Shannon M. Morse
Elizabeth P. Walsh
Nancy A. Allen
Erin Hawley
Mary Kay O’Malley

Rising Star
Kendra R. Howard
Andrea R. Long
Megan McCurdy

Enterprise
Laura Frame
Zoe W. Linza
Kim Chaffin
Michelle Torline
Sebrina A. Barrett

Litigation Practitioner
Lucy T. Unger
Sally I. Heller
Chantel L. Alberhasky
Shelly C. Dreyer
Elaine Koch
Teresa A. Woody

Business Practitioner
Annette P. Heller
Lisa A. Epps
Susan L. McGreevy

Public Service
Practitioner
Laurie Hauber
Wendy E. Garrison
Teresa Hensley

Public Officials
Judge Anne-Marie Clarke
Judge Lisa Page
Commissioner Sue Chrisman
Judge Edith L. Messina

2014
Woman of the Year
Judge Mary R. Russell

Leaders of Tomorrow
Paige E. Elbe
Nicole S. Pleasant
Shelly Rosenfelde

Angela K. Drake
Rebecca Dresser
Janis Prewitt Auner
Kerry A. Ryan

Rising Star

Jovita M. Foster
Ashleigh MacPherson
Beverly Weber

Enterprise

Gina Boone
Rachael M. Dockery
Mary H. Karr
Karen R. McCarthy
Vicki L. Pohlman
Nancy C. Santana

Litigation Practitioner
Kristine H. Bridges
Michelle Boehm O’Neal
Theresa A. Otto
Jenifer M. Placzek

Business Practitioner
Elizabeth Blaich
Kathy H. Butler
Kirstin P. Salzman

Jennie Clarke
Alice Conway
Susan M. Denigan
Penni M. Groves
Mary Caola Kullman
Cindy Dillard Parres
Elaine Harris Spearman

Public Service
Practitioner

Litigation Practitioner

Public Officials

Jennifer Gille Bacon
Ketrina G. Bakewell
Lynne J. Bratcher
Sarah A. Brown
Dana C. Tippin Cutler
Deborah K. Dodge
Loretta Haggard
Pamela J. Meanes
Mary Doerhoff Winter

Business Practitioner
Jane E. Arnold
Julie Brown
Barb Miltenberger
Sheila Seck

Public Service
Practitioner
Theresa Kenney
Dawn M. Parsons
Sarah Pleban
Jeanne Philips-Roth

Public Officials
Judge Gayle L. Crane
Commissioner Sherrill L. Rosen
Judge Kathy A. Surratt-States
Judge Barbara Wallace

Judge Elizabeth A. Bock
Lajuana M. Counts
Mary C. Dahm

Jean Peters Baker
Jennifer M. Joyce
Judge Angela Turner Quigless
Judge Peggy D. Richardson

2012
Woman of the Year
Doreen Dodson

Leaders of Tomorrow
Lauren Collins
Nkechi Ekwunife
Stephanie Hudson
Jarica Hudspeth
Tiffannie Sears

Legal Scholars
Carli Conklin
Elizabeth Pendo
Ann Davis Shields
Wanda Temm

Business Practitioners
Suzanne Bocell Bradley
Joan Killgore

Citizenship

2013

Roseann Bentley
Sister Berta Sailer
Rabbi Susan Talve

Woman of the Year

Litigation Practitioner

Judge Laura Denvir Stith

Leaders of Tomorrow

Sarah Hellmann
Susan Jensen
Nancy Kenner

Rachel Berland
Sara Hofeditz Christensen
Elizabeth D. Hatting
Anne Legomsky

Public Officials

Legal Scholars

Public Service
Practitioners

Adrienne D. Davis
Kelly K. Dineen
Barbara Glesner Fines
Judge Leslie A. Schneider

Rising Star
Raven J. Akram
Mara H. Cohara
Jacki Langum
Catherine A. Reade

Citizenship
Nina Balsam
Martha Gershun

Judge Nanette Laughrey
Judge Mary Sheffield
Judge Ellen Levy Siwak

Susan Alverson
Michelle Nahon Moulder
Sherri Wattenbarger

Rising Star
Ashley Baird
Ginger Gooch
Amy Hoch Hogenson
Tracey Martin
Kelly McCambridge
Christallyn McCloud

Enterprise
Ruth Kim
Randa Rawlins
Sally Surridge

2011
Woman of The Year
Grace S. Day

Leader of Tomorrow
Jeryl D. Hayes
Erica F. Blume
Garnett Matthews Campbell
Silya Siniawski Teixeira

Legal Scholar
Hillary A. Sale
Susan FitzGibbon
Stacie Ilene Strong
Nancy Levit

Rising Star

Caroline Saunders
Jessica L. Kruse
Arimeta R. DuPree
Phyllis Norman-Komoroski

Citizenship
Francie Broderick
Millie Aulbur

Enterprise
Janet Robey Alonzo
Nancy E. Hamilton
Tamara de Wild
Heather Humphrey

Litigation Practitioner
Dorothy L. White-Coleman
Teresa Grantham
Lori J. Levine
Susan Ford Robertson

Business Practitioner
Cheryl A. Kelly
Kathleen M. Whitby
Stephanie Stenger Montgomery
Allison L. Bergman
Tracy L. Bornman

Public Service
Practitioner
Prudence Willett Kramer
Jill Geary Patterson
Deborah Price
Kimberley R. (Cox) Fournier

Public Official
Cat Kelly
Peggy Davis
Sen. Jolie Justus

2010
Woman of The Year
Judge Ann K. Covington

Leaders of Tomorrow
Portia Kayser
Sheena R. Hamilton

Rising Star

Nikki Cannezzaro
Melanie Daily DeRousse
Charity R. Elmer
Mischa Buford Epps
Bridget G. Hoy
Erica L. Nuyen

Legal Scholar
Carol Miller
Dean Ellen Suni
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Missouri Lawyers Media’s Past Honorees 1999-2020
Citizenship
Colleen Coble
Joan Lipkin
Morey Mechlin

Enterprise
Rashda M. Buttar
Crista Hogan
Victoria Schatz
Deborah C. Weaver

Trial Practitioner
Stacie Bilyeu
Denise Henning
Maureen A. McGlynn
Christine F. Miller

Business Practitioner
Mira Mdivani
Sandra Moore
Terry J. Satterlee
Ronda F. Williams

Public Service
Practitioner

Public Service
Practitioner
Nicole Colbert-Botchway
Janis Good
Marie Kenyon

Leaders of Tomorrow

2003

Latieke M. Lyles
Yeena Yoon

Woman of The Year

Kaitlin Ann Bridges

Legal Scholar

Susan Rowe

Mary Margaret Beck

Citizenship

Maxine I. Lipeles

Ann Carter Stith

Beth Anderson
Sarah Siegel

2007

Justice

Citizenship

Woman of The Year
Sen. Claire McCaskill

2002

Citizenship

Woman of The Year

Enterprise

Susan Amato
JoAnn Karll
Linda Riekes

Rising Star

Amy Collignon Gunn
Connie McFarland-Butler
Amie Needham

Leaders of Tomorrow

Karen Tokarz

Kayla Vaughan

Sandra H. Johnson

Justice

Citizenship

Carrie L. Hermeling

Judge Brenda Stith Loftin

2006

Nancy R. Mogab

Justice

Woman of The Year

Effie F. Day
Sheila Greenbaum
Quinn Loring Grimes
Deanna K. Scott
Mavis T. Thompson

Ann Marie Harkins
Melissa Lin
Manasi Venkatesh

Shulamith Simon

2001

Legal Scholar

Justice

Woman of The Year

Public Official

2008

Judge Kathianne Knaup Crane
Judge Cynthia L. Martin
Mary E. Nelson
Judge Nancy Rahmeyer

2009
Woman of the Year
Judge Carol Jackson

Trial Practitioner
Alisse Camazine
Kathi Chestnut
Deirdre Gallagher

Business Practitioner
Jane Dueker
Rebecca Nelson
Therese Trelz

Public Official
Judge Nannette Baker
Judge Catherine Perry
Judge Carolyn Whittington

Carol Needham
Kimberly J. Norwood

Margaret Donnelly

Citizenship
Gayle Williams

Sally Barker

Citizenship
Rebecca McDowell

Woman of The Year

2005

Justice

Judge Jean C. Hamilton

Woman of The Year

2000

Lawyer’s Lawyer

Mary Anne Sedey

Ruth Ann Binger
Debbie S. Champion
Mary E. Coffey

Citizenship

Public Official

Justice

Catherine L. Hanaway
Judge Mary R. Russell

Mildred Cohn

Beverly Beimdiek

Diane Yu

Woman of The Year
Margaret Bush Wilson

Citizenship
Vivian L. Eveloff

Justice
Ann B. Lever

Enterprise

2004

Linda S. Legg

Woman of The Year

1999

Citizenship

Linda M. Martinez

Woman of The Year

Lynn Loebner Rothbarth
Cheryl D. S. Walker
Patricia B. Wolff, M.D.

Citizenship

Rising Star

Justice

Heather J. Hays
Joan M. Lockwood

Betty Van Uum
Kathleen S. Schoene

We champion innovation.

Frankie Muse Freeman

Citizenship
Joan Newman

Justice

Gretchen Myers

Kris Kappel
Partner

Husch Blackwell celebrates Kris Kappel for the client-focused work that earned her a 2021 Innovation & Technology Award and
congratulates all 2021 Women’s Justice Award honorees for their standards of excellence and contributions to the legal profession.
At Husch Blackwell, we believe the talent, knowledge and perspectives of our people move clients forward.

huschblackwell.com

4801 Main Street, Kansas City, MO 64112 | 816.983.8000

Arizona | California | Colorado | Illinois | Massachusetts | Missouri | Nebraska | Rhode Island | Tennessee | Texas | Utah | Washington, DC | Wisconsin | The Link (Virtual Office)

The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and should not be based solely upon advertisements.

Celebrating
your success.
You’re a master of your craft, and we’re big fans.
That’s why we take time to reflect on the unique
challenges facing the legal system.
Our nationally diverse professionals offer a broad
perspective on issues you face, along with attention
to detail and strong ethical standards. Whether you’re
looking for audit and tax assistance, litigation support,
business valuation services or forensic accounting
specialists, our trusted advisors can help you develop
a strategy for success.

Everyone needs a trusted advisor.
Who’s yours?

Angela Morelock

Shauna Woody-Coussens

Nancy Foringer

Julia Mast

MANAGING PARTNER

MANAGING DIRECTOR

MANAGING DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

bkd.com | @BKDLLP

